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Abstract
We study the Besov regularity of conformal mappings for domains with rough boundary
based on the well-posedness for the Dirichlet problem with Besov data. Also, sharp
invertibility results for the classical layer potential operators on Sobolev–Besov spaces on the
boundary of curvilinear polygons are obtained.
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1. Introduction
Our paper is concerned with the regularity of the conformal mapping F of
a (connected, and simply connected) domain OCR2  C onto the unit disk
D :¼ fz; jzjo1g in the plane. If O has a (CN) smooth boundary, then F can be
extended as a holomorphic diffeomorphism from %O onto %D (see, e.g., [39, p. 324]).
This is no longer the case when @O is nonsmooth, although the general philosophy is
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that ‘the smoother @O; the more regular F:’ A case in point is an old result of
Caratheodory to the effect that F extends as a homeomorphism of %O onto %D if and
only if @O is a Jordan curve, i.e., @O is homeomorphic to the unit circle (see [41] for a
proof). For an alternative sufﬁcient condition for the existence of such an extension,
essentially due to Lindelo¨f and Koebe, see the discussion in [24]. The interested
reader is also referred to [44, Chapter 7, Vol. 1]. In [26] it has been shown that if O
satisﬁes an interior (exterior) wedge condition, then F is Ho¨lder continuous of order
aAð0; 1Þ on %O; for a sharp range of exponents a depending only on the aperture of
the wedge.
In this paper we take the next natural step and analyze the Besov regularity of the
conformal map F: For a bounded Lipschitz domain in the plane we determine the
pairs of indices ða; 1=pÞ for which F is in the Besov space Bp;pa ðOÞ (see Section 5 for a
deﬁnition of Besov spaces). This is achieved in a number of steps.
First, we treat the case p ¼N corresponding to the Ho¨lder space Ca: We use a
PDE approach in this case via the Dirichlet problem for the Laplacian,
uACað %OÞ; Du ¼ 0 in O; uj@O ¼ fACað@OÞ: ð1:1Þ
We present a complete, self-contained treatment of (1.1) in domains in Rn; nX2;
satisfying a uniform exterior cone condition. In the two-dimensional case, the well-
posedness of (1.1) gives information about the (global Ho¨lder) regularity of jFj: Our
methods yield Ho¨lder regularity results for F in domains which also satisfy a Hardy
Littlewood property (cf. Deﬁnition 3.3), a condition which has received some
attention in the literature (cf., e.g., [1,16,38]). See Theorem 4.1 for a detailed
statement. Compared to [26] our approach is based on different ideas which enable
us to treat the regularity of the conformal map on the entire Besov scale Bp;pa ;
1pppN:
Second, the well-posedness of (1.1) allows us to consider the Ho¨lder regularity of
the classical harmonic layer potential operators on Lipschitz domains. The issue is
whether the solution u of (1.1) admits (single- and double-layer) integral
representations of the form
u ¼SðS	1ðuj@OÞÞ; or u ¼ Dðð12I þ KÞ	1ðuj@OÞÞ in O: ð1:2Þ
Here, S and K are, respectively, the (boundary version) single and double-layer
integral operators on @O (see Section 5 for precise deﬁnitions). One crucial matter, in
this scenario, is ensuring that S and/or 1
2
I þ K act onto Cað@OÞ: Once again, there
are limitations to the validity of this statement. For example, building on work in
[3,6,13,33,42], it has been recently shown in [30] that in any two-dimensional
Lipschitz domain O; the operator 1
2
I þ K is invertible on the Ho¨lder space Cað@OÞ
for any 0oao1
2
þ E; where E40 depends only on the Lipschitz character of the
domain O: Our approach allows for a more precise characterization of the parameter
E in terms of the geometry of O: Here is a sample result.
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If O is a curvilinear polygon with angles y1;y; yN one can take
E ¼ min 1
2
;
2p	 yi
2yi
; i ¼ 1;y;N
 
: ð1:3Þ
This result is then used to derive optimal estimates for the Poisson problem for the
Laplacian on curvilinear polygonal domains, hence complementing work in
[13,21,30,33].
Third, employing invertibility results for layer potentials on Besov spaces we show
that for each O bounded Lipschitz domain, there exists E40 such that the conformal
map F alluded to before satisﬁes FABp;pa ðOÞ for all ða; 1=pÞ in the interior of the
hexagon with vertices at ð0; 0Þ; ð1
2
þ E; 0Þ; ð3
2
	 E; 1
2
	 EÞ; ð2; 1Þ; ð3
2
	 E; 1Þ; ð1
2
þ E;
1
2
þ EÞ: Moreover, when O is a curvilinear polygon, E is as in (1.3). To emphasize
the sharpness of our results in the class of Lipschitz domains for the regularity of the
conformal map, we perform a direct analysis based on the classical Schwarz–
Christoffel formula when O is a polygon. See the discussions in the last parts of
Sections 4 and 9 for details.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we solve the Dirichlet problem
for the Laplacian with Ho¨lder data in domains satisfying a uniform exterior cone
condition. By means of counterexamples, we then show that our main result here,
Theorem 2.5, is optimal (as far as the dependence of the Ho¨lder exponent a on the
geometry of O is concerned). Some distinguished classes of domains (including
uniform and Lipschitz domains) in the plane are discussed in Section 3. After these
preparations, the issue of Ho¨lder regularity for conformal maps is tackled in Section
4. Again, we show that our main result in this section, Theorem 4.1, is in the nature
of best possible. In Section 5 we collect deﬁnitions and preliminary results on
harmonic layer potentials on Lipschitz surfaces. Then, in Section 6, sharp
invertibility results for the single-layer potential acting onto Cað@OÞ are proved.
This is done using a novel approach, based on the well-posedness of the Dirichlet
problem discussed in Section 2. The case of layer potentials on curvilinear polygons
in R2 is treated separately in Section 7. In Section 8 we solve a Poisson problem for
the Cauchy–Riemann %@ operator in Besov spaces. The Besov regularity of conformal
mappings on Lipschitz domains is dealt with in Section 9. Finally, the appendix
contains the proof of an important (yet technical) jump relation needed in Sections 6
and 7.
2. Well-posedness of the Dirichlet problem on Ho¨lder spaces
Throughout this section we denote by Gyðx; lÞ a closed, inﬁnite, circular cone in Rn
with vertex at xARn; aperture y and axis along lARn\f0g: Also Ghyðx; lÞ will stand for
the cone Gyðx; lÞ truncated at height h40: We shall simply write Gy (or Ghy) whenever
x ¼ 0 and l ¼ ð0; 0;y; 0; 1ÞARn: Next, we make the following:
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Deﬁnition 2.1. An open domain ODRn satisﬁes a uniform exterior cone condition,
denoted by UECC in the sequel, with angle y and height h40; if
8xA@O; (lðxÞARn\f0g such that Ghyðx; lðxÞÞCRn\O: ð2:1Þ
Similarly we say that ODRn satisﬁes a uniform interior cone condition, denoted by
UICC, provided the domain Rn\ %O satisﬁes a UECC.
Given a set DDRn and an index 0oao1; introduce
CaðDÞ :¼ f : D-C; jj f jjLNðDÞ þ sup
x;yAD
xay
j f ðxÞ 	 f ðyÞj
jx 	 yja oN
8><>:
9>=>;; ð2:2Þ
i.e. the space of Ho´lder continuous functions of order a over D: This is equipped with
the natural norm, i.e.
jj f jjCaðDÞ :¼ jj f jjLNðDÞ þ sup
x;yAD
xay
j f ðxÞ 	 f ðyÞj
jx 	 yja : ð2:3Þ
Also, a function f :D-C is called Lipschitz provided there exists M40 so that
j f ðxÞ 	 f ðyÞjpMjx 	 yj for any x; yAD: The class of Lipschitz functions on D is
denoted by LipðDÞ:
Deﬁnition 2.2. A bounded domain OCRn is called Lipschitz (of class Ca; 0oao1;
respectively) if for any x0A@O there exist r; h40 and a coordinate system fx1;y; xng
in Rn (isometric to the canonical one) with origin at x0 along with a function
j :Rn	1-R which is Lipschitz (of class Ca; respectively) and so that the following
holds. If Cðr; hÞ denotes the cylinder fðx1;y; xnÞ; jxjjor all jg  ð0; hÞCRn; then
O-Cðr; hÞ ¼ fX ¼ ðx1;y; xnÞ; jxjjor all j and xn4jðx1;y; xn	1Þg;
@O-Cðr; hÞ ¼ fX ¼ ðx1;y; xnÞ; jxj jor all j and xn ¼ jðx1;y; xn	1Þg: ð2:4Þ
Fix an atlas; i.e. a ﬁnite collection of cylinders fCkðrk; hkÞg1pkpN (with associated
Lipschitz maps fjkg1pkpN) covering @O: The Lipschitz character of O is then
described by the collection of constants rk; hk; N; and max fjjrjkjjLN ; 1pkpNg:
We observe that our Deﬁnition 2.1 is weaker than the one used in, e.g., [19,
Deﬁnition 1.2.2.1, p. 10], where a stronger concept of uniform cone property is
introduced. For example, unlike the situation described in [19, Theorem 1.2.2.2], a
domain verifying our UECC is not necessarily Lipschitz. A good example is a
domain whose boundary, in a neighborhood of the origin in R2; is given by the graph
of the function y ¼ jxjb; for some 0obo1:
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For a domain OCRn and a continuous function gAC0ð@OÞ we deﬁne the Poisson
integral
PIðgÞ :¼ the harmonic extension of g in O: ð2:5Þ
That is, u :¼ PIðgÞAC0ð %OÞ is the unique classical solution of the Dirichlet problem in
O for the Laplacian D ¼ @21 þ?þ @2n with boundary data g (whenever meaningful).
Under mild restrictions on O (i.e., all boundary points are regular, which in two
dimensions is also equivalent with all boundary points being accessible from the
exterior of the domain by a simple arc, see e.g., [18, p. 26]), the operator
PI :C0ð@OÞ-C0ð %OÞ ð2:6Þ
is well deﬁned and bounded. Our aim is to study the mapping properties of PI on
Ho¨lder spaces. In order to state our main result we make a deﬁnition. Here, and
elsewhere in the paper, Sn	1 stands for the unit sphere in Rn:
Deﬁnition 2.3. For any yAð0; 2pÞ let Ly be the ﬁrst eigenvalue of the (spherical)
Dirichlet Laplacian on the spherical cap Sn	1\Gy: Then, the Ho¨lder index ay
associated with y is
ay :¼ 	n 	 2
2
þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðn 	 2Þ2
4
þ Ly
s
; ð2:7Þ
i.e., the unique positive root of the equation
Ly ¼ ayðay þ n 	 2Þ: ð2:8Þ
We point out that since Ly40 for any yAð0; 2pÞ (see [4]), Deﬁnition 2.3 is
meaningful. Also, in the next proposition we single out some of the properties
enjoyed by ay:
Lemma 2.4. Let ay be as in Definition 2.3. Then the mapping
ð0; p{y/ayAð0; 1 ð2:9Þ
is well defined, (strictly) increasing, and continuous. Also, ap ¼ 1: Moreover, if nX3;
there holds
lim
yr0
ay ¼ 0: ð2:10Þ
Finally, when n ¼ 2;
ay ¼ p
2p	 y: ð2:11Þ
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In particular,
lim
yr0
ay ¼ 1
2
: ð2:12Þ
Proof. That ay40 for each yAð0; p is seen from (2.7). Based on an argument using
Rayleigh’s principle (cf. also the discussion in [8, Section 6.5.1]) we deduce that the
mapping y/Ly is (strictly) increasing. The latter, in concert with (2.7), gives that
(2.9) is also increasing. Since Lp ¼ n 	 1 (see [4, Theorem 3, p. 44]) we have that
ap ¼ 1 and aypap ¼ 1: In addition, if nX3; then (2.10) follows from Theorem 6
[4, of p. 50]. For the case n ¼ 2; a direct computation will do. Speciﬁcally, the
eigenvalue problem for the Dirichlet–Laplacian on the (one-dimensional) arc of
opening 2p	 y becomes f 00ðoÞ þ Lf ðoÞ ¼ 0 for 0ooo2p	 y; f ð0Þ ¼ f ð2p	 yÞ ¼
0: The smallest positive eigenvalue is then L ¼ Ly ¼ p2=ð2p	 yÞ2 which, in turn,
gives (2.11).
Next, recall that the so-called Gegenbauer functions, CnaðzÞ; are the solutions of
Gegenbauer’s differential equation
ðz2 	 1Þ d
2w
dz2
þ ð2nþ 1Þz dw
dz
	 aðaþ 2nÞw ¼ 0; z; n; aAC: ð2:13Þ
For more details on this subject see, e.g., [27]. In the present context, the key
observation is that ay is, in fact, the ﬁrst positive zero of the mapping
a/C
n	2
2
a ðcos y2Þ; see, e.g., [23, Lemma 6.6.3]. Consequently, the continuity of (2.9)
follows from this and the properties of CnaðzÞ; e.g., classical results on the dependence
of the solution of ODEs on parameters give that the mapping a/C
n	2
2
a ðcos y2Þ is
continuous. For related material see also [28], especially Theorem 2, p. 308. &
Our main result in this section is
Theorem 2.5. Let ODRn be a bounded domain satisfying a UECC with angle y; for
some yAð0; 2pÞ: Set
y	 :¼ supfyAð0; p; O satisfies a UECC with angle yg; ð2:14Þ
and let a	 :¼ ay	 be the Ho¨lder index associated to y	 (as in Definition 2.3). Then the
Dirichlet problem for the Laplacian is well-posed in the Ho¨lder class Ca for each
aAð0; a	Þ: That is,
uAC2ðOÞ-C0ð %OÞ;
Du ¼ 0 in O;
uj@O ¼ fACað@OÞ
8><>: ð2:15Þ
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has a unique solution uACað %OÞ which also satisfies
sup
xAO
½distðx; @OÞ1	ajruðxÞjpCðO; aÞjjf jjCað@OÞ ð2:16Þ
and
jjujjCað %OÞpCðO; aÞjjf jjCað@OÞ: ð2:17Þ
Next, we single out one important ingredient in the proof of Theorem 2.5. To state
it, recall the index ay from Deﬁnition 2.3.
Proposition 2.6. Consider O a bounded domain in Rn satisfying a UECC with angle
y0Að0; p and truncation h40; and fix yAð0; y0Þ: Then, there exists M40 depending
only on y0; h; diameter of O; and ay such that, for any zA %O and z0A@O we have
juðzÞ 	 uðz0ÞjpMjjgjjCay ð@OÞjz 	 z0jay ; ð2:18Þ
for any gACayð@OÞ; and u ¼ PIðgÞ as in (2.5).
Proof. Let O be as in the hypothesis of Proposition 2.6 and ﬁx yAð0; y0Þ:We assume,
without loss of generality, that z0 ¼ 0A@O; h ¼ 1; i.e., G1y0CRn\ %O; and that
jjgjjCay ð@OÞ ¼ 1: Also note that by Lemma 2.4 we have ayAð0; 1Þ for yAð0; ay0Þ: For
simplicity, in what follows, C will be used to denote positive constants depending
only on the diameter of O (denoted diamO), and y0:
Consider f; an eigenfunction for the spherical Laplacian on Sn	1\G1y ¼ Sn	1\Gy
corresponding to the eigenvalue Ly; and let
vðzÞ :¼ jzjayf zjzj
 
;
z
jzjeG
1
y; vð0Þ ¼ 0: ð2:19Þ
Here G1yCG
1
y0 : Thanks to (2.8), a calculation in polar coordinates shows that
Dv ¼ 0 in Rn\Gy: Since any eigenfunction corresponding to Ly has constant sign in
Sn	1\Gy (see, e.g., the discussion on pp. 42–43 in [4]), without loss of generality, we
can assume that f40: Consequently, since Sn	1\Gy0CS
n	1\Gy we have
minffðxÞ; xASn	1\Gy0g40 and, thus,
(C40 such that vðzÞXCjzjay ; 8 zjzjeG
1
y0 : ð2:20Þ
In particular, if we let r :¼ 1
4
; then there exists d ¼ dðy0Þ40 such that
vðzÞXd; for zjzjeG
1
y0 ; jzjXr=2: ð2:21Þ
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Next, consider fACNðRÞ linear on ½0; d=3Þ; nondecreasing, convex, identically 1 on
ðd=2;NÞ and deﬁne
wðzÞ :¼
f ðvðzÞÞ; zABrð0Þ\G1y0 ;
1; zeBr
2
ð0Þ:
(
ð2:22Þ
Let us ﬁrst point out that w is well deﬁned for zA %O: This is because
8zA %O- Brð0Þ\Br
2
ð0Þ
 
we have jzjXr
2
; zjzjeG
1
y0 and consequently vðzÞXd and
f ðvðzÞÞ ¼ 1: Next Dw ¼ f 0ðvÞDv þ f 00ðvÞjrvj2: This together with f 00p0 and the
harmonicity of v imply that w is a subharmonic function in O: Since wð0Þ ¼ 0; it
follows that w is a barrier at z0 ¼ 0A@O for O: (That is, wAC2ðOÞ; Dwp0 in
O; wðxÞ-0 as x-z0; and, for any neighborhood U of z0; there is a k40 such that
wðxÞ4k for xAO\U :)
Next, we claim that there exists C40 such that
CjzjaypwðzÞ; 8zA %O: ð2:23Þ
This is clearly the case if zA %O\Br
2
ð0Þ since O is bounded. Going further, there exist
0oC1;C2oN such that f zjzj
 
A½C1;C2; for all zABr
2
ð0Þ- %O (this is because for any
such z we have zjzjAS
n	1\G1y0 ). Hence C1jzjaypvðzÞpC2jzjay for zABr2ð0Þ- %O: Thus,
there exists k ¼ kðayÞAð0; rÞ such that vðzÞpd=3 when zABkð0Þ- %O: This and the
linearity of f in ½0; d=3Þ; further imply (2.23) whenever zA %O- Br
2
ð0Þ\Bkð0Þ
 
:
Finally, let zA %O\ Br
2
ð0Þ\Bkð0Þ
 
: For all such z we have vðzÞ4C1kay and
consequently, from the monotonicity of f ; the barrier w satisﬁes wðzÞ4f ðC1kayÞ
which sufﬁces for (2.23) as jzjpr
2
:
Using (2.23), since gACayð@OÞ with jjgjjCay ð@OÞ ¼ 1; there exists M ¼
MðdiamO; h; y0Þ40 such that
jgðzÞ 	 gð0ÞjpjzjaypM wðzÞ; 8zA@O; ð2:24Þ
or, equivalently,
	M wðzÞpgðzÞ 	 gð0ÞpM wðzÞ; 8zA@O: ð2:25Þ
In turn, by the subharmonicity of w and the maximum principle, we infer that
	M wðzÞpuðzÞ 	 uð0ÞpM wðzÞ; 8zA %O; ð2:26Þ
where u ¼ PIðgÞ is as in Deﬁnition 2.5. Finally, using (2.23), we can conclude that
juðzÞ 	 uð0ÞjpMjzjay ; 8zA %O: ð2:27Þ
This ﬁnishes the proof of Proposition 2.6. &
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When n ¼ 2 we can be more precise. Speciﬁcally, we have
Corollary 2.7. Let O be a bounded domain in R2 satisfying a UECC with angle
y0Að0; p and truncation h40: Fix aAð0; p2p	y0Þ: Then, there exists M40
depending only on y0; h and the diameter of O; such that, for any zA %O and z0A@O
we have
juðzÞ 	 uðz0ÞjpMjjgjjCað@OÞjz 	 z0ja; ð2:28Þ
for each gACað@OÞ and u ¼ PIðgÞ as in (2.5).
Proof. The proof of Corollary 2.7 closely parallels that of Proposition 2.6. The only
notable differences are the use of aAð0; p
2p	y0Þ in place of ayAð0; ay0Þ; and the use of a
different function v for the construction of a barrier w as in (2.22). More precisely, in
place of (2.19), this time we take
vðzÞ :¼ jzja sinðaArgðzÞÞ; zeGy0 ; vð0Þ ¼ 0; ð2:29Þ
where Arg :C-½0; 2pÞ is the usual argument function. The rest of the proof is as
before. &
Lemma 2.8. Let O be a bounded domain in Rn and let uAC2ðOÞ-C0ð %OÞ be harmonic
in O: If there exist aAð0; 1Þ and M40 such that
juðxÞ 	 uðx0ÞjpMjx 	 x0ja; 8xAO and 8x0A@O; ð2:30Þ
then uACað %OÞ and distð; @OÞ1	ajruðÞjALNðOÞ: Moreover, there exists C40 such
that
jjdistð; @OÞ1	ajruðÞjjjLNðOÞpCM and sup
x;yAO
xay
juðxÞ 	 uðyÞj
jx 	 yja pCM: ð2:31Þ
Proof. Consider mACNðRnÞ radial, supp mDB1ð0Þ;
R
Rn
mðxÞ dx ¼ 1; and for t40
deﬁne mtðxÞ :¼ 1tnmðxtÞ: Note that we have
R
Rn
mtðxÞ dx ¼ 1 and
R
Rn
rmtðxÞ dx ¼ 0; for
all t40: For a ﬁxed t40 set Ot :¼ fxAO; distðx; @OÞ4tg: Then, using the Mean
Value Formula for the harmonic function u it follows that
uðxÞ ¼ ðu  mtÞðxÞ; 8xAOt; t40: ð2:32Þ
Next, ﬁx xAO and let x0A@O be such that distðx; @OÞ ¼ jx 	 x0j ¼: 2t: Differentiat-
ing both sides in (2.32) and using the vanishing moment of rmt leads to
ruðxÞ ¼
Z
BtðxÞ-O
ðuðyÞ 	 uðx0ÞÞrx½mtðx 	 yÞ dy; 8xAOt: ð2:33Þ
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Now, we know that juðyÞ 	 uðx0ÞjpMjy 	 x0ja for yABtðxÞ-O and x0A@O: Also,
clearly, jrmtjp Ctnþ1; for some C40: These two estimates in concert with (2.33) then
yield
jruðxÞjpCM 1
tnþ1
tatn; 8xAOt; t ¼ 1
2
distðx; @OÞ: ð2:34Þ
Thus, there exists C40 such that
distðx; @OÞ1	ajruðxÞjpCM; 8xAO: ð2:35Þ
This shows that dist1	að; @OÞjruðÞjALNðOÞ and the ﬁrst estimate in (2.31) holds.
With an eye toward proving Ho¨lder continuity of order a in %O for u; ﬁx x; yAO
and select zA@O such that distðx; @OÞ ¼ jx 	 zj: We distinguish two cases. First,
when jx 	 yj4jx	zj
2
the triangle inequality implies jy 	 zjp3jx 	 yj: The latter and
(2.30) give that
juðxÞ 	 uðyÞjp juðxÞ 	 uðzÞj þ juðyÞ 	 uðzÞj
pMðjx 	 zja þ jy 	 zjaÞpMjx 	 yja: ð2:36Þ
Second, to treat the case when jx 	 yjpjx	zj
2
; we use the estimate
juðxÞ 	 uðyÞjpjx 	 yj supfjruðxÞj; xA½x; yg: ð2:37Þ
Here ½x; yCO stands for the segment joining x with y: Since in this case for any
xA½x; y we have that distðx; @OÞXjx	zj
2
Xjx 	 yj; the last estimate combined with
(2.35) gives
juðxÞ 	 uðyÞjpCMjx 	 yj supfdistðx; @OÞa	1; xA½x; ygpCMjx 	 yja: ð2:38Þ
This justiﬁes (2.31) and ﬁnishes the proof of Lemma 2.8. &
We are now ready to present the last details in the
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Clearly, the domain O satisﬁes the UECC with angle y for any
yAð0; y	Þ: Recall ay; the Ho¨lder index associated to y from (2.7). By Lemma 2.4 we
have 0oayoa	pap ¼ 1: Then, in the light of Proposition 2.6 there exists C40 such
that for fACayð@OÞ and u :¼ PIð f Þ we have
juðxÞ 	 uðx0ÞjpCjjf jjCay ð@OÞjx 	 x0jay ; 8xA %O; 8x0A@O: ð2:39Þ
Using Lemma 2.8 (with M :¼ Cjj f jjCay ð@OÞ), this shows that (2.16) is valid for ay; and
that
sup
x;yAO
xay
juðxÞ 	 uðyÞj
jx 	 yjay pCjjf jjCay ð@OÞ: ð2:40Þ
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Furthermore, by the Maximum Principle we also have
jjujjLNðOÞpjjf jjLNð@OÞ: ð2:41Þ
Thus, we may ﬁnally conclude that uACayð %OÞ and the estimate (2.17) holds for ay:
Note that uniqueness follows directly from the a priori estimate (2.41). These
considerations conclude the proof of Theorem 2.5 in the case nX3 since, in this
situation, the range of the mapping ð0; y	Þ{y/ay (deﬁned in Lemma 2.4) is
precisely ð0; a	Þ: As for the case n ¼ 2; we retrace the proof for estimate (2.39),
employing Corollary 2.7 instead of Proposition 2.6. &
We present next the exterior version of Theorem 2.5. To state it, recall that u is
called harmonic at inﬁnity provided Du ¼ 0 in a neighborhood of inﬁnity and
juðxÞj ¼ oð1Þ as jxj-N if nX3;
oðlogjxjÞ as jxj-N if n ¼ 2:
(
ð2:42Þ
See, e.g., [14, p. 148] for a discussion.
Theorem 2.9. Let O be a bounded domain in Rn satisfying a UICC for some angle
yAð0; 2pÞ: Set
yþ :¼ supfyAð0; p; O satisfies a UICC with angle yg; ð2:43Þ
and let aþ :¼ ayþ be the Ho¨lder index associated to yþ (as in Definition 2.3). Then, for
any 0oaoaþ; the problem
uAC2ðRn\ %OÞ,C0ðRn\OÞ;
Du ¼ 0 in Rn\ %O;
uj@O ¼ fACað@OÞ;
u harmonic at infinity
8>><>>: ð2:44Þ
has a unique solution uACalocðRn\OÞ:
Proof. We can assume, without loss of generality, that 0AO: Let
Rn\f0g{x/Kx :¼ xjxj2AR
n\f0g ð2:45Þ
be the Kelvin transform in Rn (cf. [14,43]), and set
*O :¼ fKx; xARn\ %Og: ð2:46Þ
Next, we claim that
yþ ¼ supfyAð0; p; *O satisfies a UECC with angle yg; ð2:47Þ
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where yþ is as in (2.43). In order to prove (2.47) it sufﬁces to show that whenever O
satisﬁes a UICC for any yAð0; p; *O satisﬁes a UECC with the same angle. For this
to happen it sufﬁces to show that the Kelvin transform preserves the magnitude of
angles between curves (and reversing orientation). While this seems to be folklore, we
include here a simple proof for the sake of completeness. To get started, let
gi :R-R
n; i ¼ 1; 2; and yAð0; pÞ be such that
g1ð0Þ ¼ g2ð0Þ ¼ aARn and ’gijt¼0 ¼ bi; i ¼ 1; 2;
with b1  b2 ¼ cos y jb1jjb2j: ð2:48Þ
Here x  y denotes the scalar product of x; yARn; while ’g stands for dg=dt: In
particular, gi; i ¼ 1; 2 make an angle y at the intersection point aARn: Next, for
tAR; set
*giðtÞ :¼KðgiðtÞÞ ¼
giðtÞ
jgiðtÞj2
; i ¼ 1; 2: ð2:49Þ
Writing *gi ¼ giðgi  giÞ	1 and differentiating with respect to t in (2.49) gives
’*gi ¼ ’gijgij2
	 2giðgi  giÞ	2ð’gi  giÞ; i ¼ 1; 2: ð2:50Þ
Therefore, using (2.48), we have
’*gijt¼0 ¼
bi
jaj2 	 2a
bi  a
jaj4 ; i ¼ 1; 2: ð2:51Þ
A direct calculation based on (2.51) shows that j’*gijt¼0j ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
’*gijt¼0  ’*gijt¼0
q
¼ jbi jjaj2 for
i ¼ 1; 2: Finally this, (2.51) and (2.48) imply
’*g1  ’*g2
j’*g1jj’*g2j

t¼0
¼ cos y: ð2:52Þ
This shows that the magnitude of the angle between the curves *gi; i ¼ 1; 2 at the
intersection point *g1ð0Þ ¼ *g2ð0Þ is y: With this, the proof of (2.47) is therefore
ﬁnished.
Next, for any fACað@OÞ; 0oao1 let
f˜ðxÞ :¼ jxj2	nf ðKxÞ: ð2:53Þ
Note that f˜ACað@ *OÞ as the Kelvin transform (2.45) is a bi-Lipschitz diffeomorphism
of Rn: Consider the Dirichlet problem with datum f˜;
Du˜ ¼ 0 in *O;
u˜j@ *O ¼ f˜ACað@ *OÞ:
(
ð2:54Þ
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Since *O is a bounded domain in Rn and (2.47) holds by Theorem 2.5, for any
aAð0; aþÞ there exists a unique solution u˜ACað %*OÞ of (2.54). For any such solution
u˜ set
uðxÞ :¼ jxj2	nu˜ðKxÞ; xARn\ %O: ð2:55Þ
Based on the properties of u˜ we conclude that u is harmonic at inﬁnity (in the sense of
(2.42) and Du ¼ 0 in Rn\ %O; cf. [14, p. 148]. Also, uACalocðRn\OÞ and uj@O ¼ f : This
proves the existence part of Theorem 2.9. Due to the one-to-one correspondence
between solutions of (2.54) and solutions of (2.44) given by (2.55) the uni-
queness claim for (2.44) follows from Theorem 2.5. This completes the proof of
Theorem 2.9. &
It is worth to point out that Theorem 2.5 (and, with it, Theorem 2.9) is sharp in the
following sense. Fix y	Að0; p and a	 its associated Ho¨lder index (as in Deﬁnition
2.3). Then, for any aA½a	; 1Þ; there exists a domain OCRn such that
y	 ¼ supfyAð0; p;O satisfies a UECC with angle yg; ð2:56Þ
and the Dirichlet problem (2.15) is ill-posed. Indeed, set
O :¼ ðx; yÞAR2;	 p	 y	
2
 
oArgðx þ iyÞop	 y	
2
; x2 þ y2o1
 
: ð2:57Þ
From (2.11) it follows that a	 ¼ p2p	y	: Consider now uðx; yÞ :¼ Re½ðx þ iyÞ
a	 
and notice that Du ¼ 0 in O: Furthermore, since uðx; yÞ  0 whenever
ðx; yÞA@O-fArgðx þ iyÞ ¼7ðp	 y	
2
Þg; it follows that uj@OALipð@OÞ: However, it
is straightforward to see that ueCað %OÞ for any aAða	; 1Þ (due to the behavior at the
origin). Consequently, (2.15) is ill-posed in O for any aAða	; 1Þ:
In fact, one can also prove that the same conclusion holds for a ¼ a	: To see this,
let O be as in (2.57) and retain u as above. Consider v a harmonic function in O with
boundary values vðzÞ ¼ jzja	 ; z ¼ x þ iyA@O: Using comparison arguments one can
show that
vðx; 0Þ 	 vð0; 0Þ
xa	
¼ vðx; 0Þ
uðx; 0Þ-N as xr0; ð2:58Þ
and therefore veCa	ð %OÞ; even though vj@OACa	ð@OÞ:
3. Some classes of domains in the plane
Given a domain OCR2 and g a rectiﬁable curve in O with length lðgÞ; let s be
the arc length parameter on g; sA½0; lðgÞ: Deﬁne g : ½0; lðgÞ-g to be the canonical
arc-length parametrization of g: In particular, jdg
ds
j ¼ 1 for almost every s: Also,
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for f : C0ðOÞ/R; set Z
g
f :¼
Z lðgÞ
0
f ðgðsÞÞ ds: ð3:1Þ
We introduce three classes of domains.
Deﬁnition 3.1. A connected domain OCR2 is said to satisfy the property Pa; for
some aAð0; 1Þ; provided there exists a constant M40 such that for any x; yAO there
exists a rectiﬁable curve g ¼ gx;y joining them in O for whichZ
g
distð; @OÞa	1pMjx 	 yja: ð3:2Þ
Deﬁnition 3.2. An open set OCR2 is said to be a Lipa-extension domain, for some
aAð0; 1Þ; provided
uACað %BÞ; for any ball BCO) uACað %OÞ ð3:3Þ
holds for any uAC0ðOÞ:
Remark. It is important for the sequel to point out that if 0oaobo1 and O is a
Lipa-extension domain, then O is also a Lipb-extension domain. See Corollary 4.10
in [25] for a proof.
Deﬁnition 3.3. We say that OCR2 has the Hardy–Littlewood property of order
aAð0; 1Þ if the implication
distð; @OÞ1	ajF 0jALNðOÞ ) FACað %OÞ ð3:4Þ
holds for any holomorphic function F :O-C:
We can now state
Proposition 3.4. For a simply connected domain OCR2 the following three conditions
are equivalent:
(a) O verifies the property Pa;
(b) O is a Lipa-extension domain;
(c) O has the Hardy–Littlewood property of order a:
Proof. That (a) and (b) are equivalent makes the object of Theorem 2.2 in [17],
Theorem 6.3 in [L], or Theorem 2.2 in [1]. Corollary 2.4 in [1] also gives that (b) and
(c) are equivalent. &
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It is worth to single out several classes of (simply connected, two-dimensional)
domains which satisfy properties (a)–(c) above. They are:
(i) Lipschitz domains: If O is a Lipschitz domain then O has the Pa property for
each aAð0; 1Þ: To show that (3.2) holds, matters can be easily reduced to the case
when O is the domain above the graph of a Lipschitz function f :Rn	1-R:
Assuming that this is the case, ﬁx x; yAO; and deﬁne the curve g :¼ g1,g2,g3
as follows. For some k ¼ kðn; jjrfjjLNÞ40 sufﬁciently large, set g1ðtÞ :¼
x þ tLken; g2ðtÞ :¼ y þ Lken þ ð1	 tÞðx 	 yÞ; and g3ðtÞ :¼ ð1	 tÞðy þ LkenÞ; for
0ptp1; where L :¼ jx 	 yj: Via a direct computation, it is then not too difﬁcult
to check that k can be taken so that (3.2) holds for this choice of g:
(ii) Uniform domains (in the sense of [1,16]): Recall that a domain OCR2 is said to
be uniform if there exist constants a; bA½1;NÞ such that each pair of points x; yAO
can be joined by a rectiﬁable curve gCO satisfying
lðgÞpajx 	 yj
and
minflðg1Þ; lðg2Þgpb distðz; @OÞ; 8zAg;
where g1; g2 are the components of g\fzg: In particular, the so-called K-quasidisks
(i.e., images of usual disks or half-planes under a global K-quasiconformal mapping
of the extended plane) are included. See the discussion in [16, p. 70].
Deﬁnition 3.5. Let OCR2 be a simply connected domain. Deﬁne the Hardy–
Littlewood critical exponent of O as
aHL :¼ inf faAð0; 1Þ;O is a Lipa-extension domaing: ð3:5Þ
From our previous discussion we see that Lipschitz domains have their Hardy–
Littlewood critical exponent equal to zero. For examples of domains with 0oaHLo1
see, e.g., the construction starting in [25, p. 38].
Lemma 3.6. Let aAð0; 1Þ and suppose that OCR2 satisfies the property Pa: Then, for
every uAC1locðOÞ we have
sup
x;yAO
xay
juðxÞ 	 uðyÞj
jx 	 yja pCjjdistð; @OÞ
1	ajrujjjLNðOÞ: ð3:6Þ
Proof. Fix x; yAO and let g be a rectiﬁable curve joining x and y for which (3.2)
holds, and let g : ½0; lðgÞ-g be the canonical arc-length parametrization. Then,
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since jdg
ds
j ¼ 1 for almost every s; we can write
juðxÞ 	 uðyÞj ¼
Z lðgÞ
0
d
ds
ðuðgðsÞÞÞ ds

p
Z lðgÞ
0
jðruÞðgðsÞÞj ds ¼
Z
g
jruj: ð3:7Þ
If in addition jrujpk distð; @OÞa	1; using (3.7) the desired conclusion follows. &
Corollary 3.7. Suppose OCR2 is bounded, simply connected and verifies the property
Pa for some aAð0; 1Þ: Then the harmonic conjugate v of a harmonic function uACað %OÞ
is also Ho¨lder continuous of order a in %O:
Proof. Let uACað %OÞ; Du ¼ 0 in O: Then, according to (2.31) (with M :¼ jjujjCað %OÞ)
we have distð; @OÞ1	ajrujALNðOÞ: Hence, if v is such that f :¼ u þ iv is
holomorphic in O; also distð; @OÞ1	ajrvjALNðOÞ: These two conditions give that
the holomorphic function f has distð; @OÞ1	aj f 0jALNðOÞ: Since the domain veriﬁes
the property Pa; by Proposition 3.4 it also has the Hardy–Littlewood property
of order a: The deﬁnition of the latter implies fACað %OÞ; and in particular, vACað %OÞ
as desired. &
4. Regularity of conformal mappings
The main goal of this section is to investigate the Ho¨lder regularity of conformal
mappings for domains with rough boundary. This will be achieved by employing the
well-posedness for the Dirichlet problem with data in Ca for the classes of domains
introduced in the previous section.
Let O be a connected and simply connected, open (proper) subdomain of R2 and
ﬁx z0AO: The celebrated Riemann Mapping Theorem asserts that, under the
identiﬁcation R2  C; there exists a one-to-one holomorphic map F of O onto D; the
open unit disk in C: In fact, for a ﬁxed z0AO; the normalization
F :O/D; Fðz0Þ ¼ 0; F0ðz0Þ40; ð4:1Þ
ensures uniqueness for F:
The next theorem addresses the issue of Ho¨lder regularity for F:
Theorem 4.1. Let O be a bounded, connected, and simply connected open domain in C
and satisfying a UECC with angle y; for some yAð0; p: Then, with F as in (4.1), we
have jFjACað %OÞ for any aAð0; a	Þ; where
a	 :¼ p
2p	 y	; ð4:2Þ
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and
y	 :¼ supfyAð0;p;O satisfies a UECC with angle yg: ð4:3Þ
If in addition O has its Hardy–Littlewood critical exponent aHLAð0; a	Þ; then in fact
FACað %OÞ; for any aAð0; a	Þ: ð4:4Þ
Proof. Fix z0AO: It is well known that any holomorphic function F as in (4.1),
taking @O to @D and such that FðzÞa0 for zaz0 has the form FðzÞ ¼ ðz 	 z0ÞeFðzÞ;
where F ¼ G þ iH :O-C is holomorphic and eGðzÞ ¼ jz 	 z0j	1 for zA@O: Thus, it is
natural to attempt to construct F by taking
FðzÞ ¼ ðz 	 z0ÞeGðzÞþiHðzÞ; zAOCC; ð4:5Þ
with G satisfying the Dirichlet problem
DG ¼ 0 in O;
GðzÞ ¼ 	log jz 	 z0j for zA@O
(
ð4:6Þ
and
HðzÞ ¼
Z z
z0
	@G
@y
dx þ @G
@x
dy
 
; for zAO: ð4:7Þ
That this program can indeed be carried out is justiﬁed in [39, Theorem 6.1, p. 341].
A direct consequence of the Theorem 2.5 is that G; and thus jFj; belongs to the
space Cað %OÞ for each aAð0; a	Þ: Next, by combining Proposition 3.4 and the remark
made after Deﬁnition 3.2 it follows that O has the Pa property for any aAðaHL; 1Þ: If
we also have that aHLoa	 then, by invoking Corollary 3.7, we may conclude that in
fact H belongs to Cað %OÞ for any aAðaHL; a	Þ; and hence, for any aAð0; a	Þ:
Consequently, G þ iHACað %OÞ for any aAð0; a	Þ and the desired conclusion, i.e.
(4.4), follows easily from this. &
It is important to point out that Theorem 4.1 is in the nature of best possible.
Indeed, in the case in which O is a polygon with N angles y1;y; yN ; from Theorem
4.1 we have that FACað %OÞ for any aAð0; a	Þ; where a	 ¼ minfpyi; 1; i ¼ 1;y;Ng:
On the other hand, for such a domain, we have an exact description of C; the
inverse of F; given by the Schwarz–Christoffel formula
CðwÞ ¼ c1
Z w
0
dz
ðb1 	 zÞ
p	y1
p ?ðbN 	 zÞ
p	yN
p
þ c2; wAD; ð4:8Þ
where b1;y; bNA@D are the (distinct) images under F of the vertices of the
polygon O; and c1; c2 are two suitable constants; see [5]. In addition, from the
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Koebe–Bieberbach distortion theorem (see e.g., [40, Theorem A.5]), we know that
distðCðwÞ; @OÞEð1	 jwjÞjC0ðwÞj uniformly for wAD: ð4:9Þ
Here, and for the rest of the paper, for two functions f and g; we use the notation
fEg if there exist constants a; b40 such that afpgpbf : Returning to F; based on
its analyticity, we have that jrFðzÞjEjF0ðzÞj ¼ 1jC0ðwÞj; where w ¼ FðzÞ: Combining
this with (4.8) and (4.9), we get that for 0oao1; zAO; w ¼ FðzÞ;
jrFðzÞj distðz; @OÞ1	aE ð1	 jwjÞ1	ajC0ðwÞj	a
E ð1	 jwjÞ1	a
YN
i¼1
jw 	 bija
p	yi
p : ð4:10Þ
By the MaximumModulus Principle, jjFjjLNðOÞ ¼ 1: Thus, in the light of Lemma 3.6,
the optimal Ho¨lder exponent for F corresponds to the value of a for which the last
term in (4.10) is uniformly bounded for wAD: The latter will hold if one has
a
p	 yi
p
þ 1	 aX0; 8iAf1;y;Ng: ð4:11Þ
A direct computation shows that (4.11) comes down to having
app
yi
; 8iAf1;y;Ng; ð4:12Þ
which is in line with what we have obtained for a	 at the beginning of this remark.
Results similar in nature to the ones stated in Theorem 4.1 can also be obtained
under different assumptions on O: We present such an example below. To state it,
recall Deﬁnition 2.2.
Proposition 4.2. Let O be a bounded, connected and simply connected open domain in
C; such that @OACb; for some bAð0; 1Þ; and satisfying a UECC with angle y; for some
yAð0; p: In addition, suppose that @O is a Jordan curve. Then the conformal mapping
F; defined in (4.1), has the property that FACaþb	1ð %OÞ; for each aAð0; a	Þ such that
aþ b41; where a	 is as in (4.2).
Proof. Recall construction (4.5) and ﬁx aAð0; a	Þ: Arguing as in the proof of
Theorem 4.1 we obtain that there exists C40 such that jF 0ðzÞjpC distðz; @OÞa	1
for all zAO; where F ¼ G þ iH: Next, since @O is a Jordan curve the conformal
map FACð %OÞ (see [41]); in particular, FACð %OÞ: Finally, Corollary 7 in [22]
implies FACaþb	1ð %OÞ and, thus, FACaþb	1ð %OÞ: This ﬁnishes the proof of
Proposition 4.2. &
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5. Layer potentials—deﬁnitions and preliminary results
Let O be a bounded Lipschitz domain in Rn; with outward unit normal N deﬁned
a.e. with respect to the surface measure ds; and set Oþ :¼ O; O	 :¼ Rn\ %O: In this
context, the following function spaces arise naturally:
RO7 :¼ spanRfwO0 ;O0 bounded connected component of O7g;
R@O7 :¼ spanRfw@O0 ;O0 bounded connected component of O7g;
R@O :¼ spanRfwo;o connected component of @Og: ð5:1Þ
As usual, wE stands for the characteristic function of the set EDR
n:
Recall that for each c ¼ 0; 1;y; n; the cth Betti number of O; denoted by bcðOÞ; is
the dimension of the cth singular homology group of O over the reals. Then, it is not
difﬁcult to see that
dimðROþÞ ¼ dimðR@OþÞ ¼ b0ðOÞ and dimðRO	Þ ¼ dimðR@O	Þ ¼ bn	1ðOÞ: ð5:2Þ
Also, Alexander’s relation reads
R@O ¼ R@Oþ"R@O	 ; ð5:3Þ
where the sum is direct (but not orthogonal).
For 1opoN; we denote by Lp the space of p-integrable functions (which will be
deﬁned either over O or @O), and by Lp1ð@OÞ the space of functions in Lpð@OÞ with
tangential gradients in Lpð@OÞ: The dual of Lp1ð@OÞ will be denoted by Lq	1ð@OÞ;
with 1
p
þ 1
q
¼ 1:
Let Bp;qs ðRnÞ; s40; 1pp; qpN; stand for the classical Besov spaces in Rn (cf.,
e.g., [37, Section 5]; [35, Section 2.1.2]); then set Bp;qs ðOÞ :¼ f f jO; fABp;qs ðRnÞg: To
deﬁne Besov spaces over @O let fCkðrk; hkÞgk be an open, ﬁnite family of cylinders
covering @O in the sense of Deﬁnition 2.2, with fjkgk being the associated Lipschitz
functions. Also, let fxkgk be a partition of unity subordinated to this covering. Then,
for 0oso1; 1pp; qpN; we say that fABp;qs ð@OÞ if and only if for any k; the
function ðxkf Þðx1;y; xn	1;jkðx1;y; xn	1ÞÞABp;qs ðRn	1Þ: Note that BN;Ns ð@OÞ is
precisely the space Csð@OÞ of Ho¨lder continuous functions on @O:
For each 0oso1; 1op; qoN; the space Bp;q	s ð@OÞ is then deﬁned by duality. That
is, Bp;q	s ð@OÞ :¼ ðBp
0;q0
s ð@OÞÞ where 1=p þ 1=p0 ¼ 1; 1=q þ 1=q0 ¼ 1: Finally, we set
BN;N	s ð@OÞ :¼ ðB1;1s ð@OÞÞ for each 0oso1:
In the sequel, we shall also need to work with the Besov spaces B1;1	s ð@OÞ; sAð0; 1Þ:
Inspired by the corresponding atomic characterization from [15], set
B1;1	s ð@OÞ :¼ R@O þ f ¼
X
jX0
ljaj: ajB1;1	s ð@OÞ 	 atom; ðljÞjAc1
( )
; ð5:4Þ
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where the series converges in a suitable distributional sense. Furthermore, for
fAB1;1	s ð@OÞ; 0oso1;
jjf jj
B
1;1
	s ð@OÞ :¼ inf jjgjjLN þ
X
jX0
jljj: f ¼ g þ
X
jX0
ljaj
( )
; ð5:5Þ
where gAR@O; aj’s and ðljÞj are as in (5.4).
We let Hs;pðRnÞ; sX0; 1opoN; denote the usual Sobolev space in Rn (cf., e.g.,
[37, Section 2]; [35, Section 2.1.2]), and then set Hs;pðOÞ :¼ f f jO; fAHs;pðRnÞg;
equipped with the natural norm. If we now let H
s;p
0 ðOÞ denote the space of
distributions in Hs;pðRnÞ with support contained in %O; then H	s;pðOÞ :¼ ðHs;p00 ðOÞÞ
where 1opoN; 1=p þ 1=p0 ¼ 1; and sX0; cf. [21]. With Tr standing for the trace
operator on @O; it is known that
Tr : Hs;pðOÞ-Bp;p
s	1
p
ð@OÞ; for 1
p
oso1þ 1
p
; 1opoN: ð5:6Þ
Next, recall some basic results about layer potentials on Lipschitz domains
associated with the Laplacian D :¼ @21 þ @22 þ?þ @2n in Rn: Let G be the standard
(radial) fundamental solution of D and, for the rest of the paper, set Gðx; yÞ :¼
Gðx 	 yÞ; where x; yARn; xay: Then one deﬁnes the single and double-layer
potential operators by formally setting, for f : @O-R;
Sf ðxÞ :¼
Z
@O
Gðx; yÞf ðyÞ dsðyÞ; xARn\@O; ð5:7Þ
Df ðxÞ :¼
Z
@O
@Gðy; xÞ
@NðyÞ f ðyÞ dsðyÞ; xAR
n\@O; ð5:8Þ
where @@N denotes the normal derivative. Moreover, the Newtonian potential
associated with G is deﬁned for u :O-R by
PuðxÞ :¼
Z
O
Gðx; yÞuðyÞ dy; xAO: ð5:9Þ
Recall that the non-tangential maximal operatorNðÞ acting on a function u :O-R
is given at each boundary point x by
NðuÞðxÞ :¼ sup fjuðyÞj; yAgðxÞg: ð5:10Þ
Here, for a ﬁxed, sufﬁciently large constant k41; the nontangential approach region
corresponding to xA@O is deﬁned by
gðxÞ :¼ fyAO; jx 	 yjok dist ðy; @OÞg: ð5:11Þ
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Finally, uj@O will denote the restriction of u to the boundary in the (pointwise)
nontangential limit sense, i.e.
uj@OðxÞ :¼ limy-x
yAgðxÞ
uðyÞ; xA@O; ð5:12Þ
whenever this makes sense. Similar constructions and considerations apply to the
case of the exterior domain O	:
The main mapping properties of the operators listed above which are relevant for
us here are collected in the following two theorems.
Theorem 5.1. Let O be a bounded Lipschitz domain in Rn: Then the following hold:
(1) For each 1opoN; the single layer satisfies
jjNðrSf ÞjjLpð@OÞpCjj f jjLpð@OÞ ð5:13Þ
uniformly for fALpð@OÞ: Also, Sf j@Oþ ¼Sf j@O	 ¼: Sf :
(2) For each 1opoN; the double layer D satisfies
jjNðDf ÞjjLpð@OÞpCjjf jjLpð@OÞ and Df j@O7 ¼ ð712I þ KÞf ; ð5:14Þ
almost everywhere on @O; for each fALpð@OÞ: Hereafter, I will stand for the identity
while K will denote the principal-value operator
Kf ðxÞ :¼ p:v:
Z
@O
@Gðy; xÞ
@NðyÞ f ðyÞ dsðyÞ; for a:e: xA@O: ð5:15Þ
Also, for each 1opoN; 0psp1;
K : Lps ð@OÞ-Lps ð@OÞ; S : Lp	sð@OÞ-Lp1	sð@OÞ ð5:16Þ
are bounded, while for 1pppN and 0oso1; so are
K : Bp;ps ð@OÞ-Bp;ps ð@OÞ; S : Bp;p	s ð@OÞ-Bp;p1	sð@OÞ: ð5:17Þ
(3) If K is the formal adjoint of K then, for each 1opoN;
@Sf
@N

@O7
¼ ð81
2
I þ KÞf ; ð5:18Þ
almost everywhere on @O; for each fALpð@OÞ:
(4) The Newtonian potential
P :Hr;p0 ðOÞ-Hrþ2;pðOÞ is bounded for each 	 2pro
1
p
; 1opoN: ð5:19Þ
(5) The operators
D :Bp;ps ð@OÞ-H
sþ1
p
;pðOÞ; S : Bp;p	s ð@OÞ-H
1þ1
p
	s;pðOÞ ð5:20Þ
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are bounded for each 1opoN and 0oso1: Also, for each 0oso1;
D : BN;Ns ð@OÞ-BN;Ns ð %OÞ; S : ðB1;11	sð@OÞÞ-BN;Ns ð %OÞ ð5:21Þ
are bounded linear maps.
We now collect some of the main invertibility results for the double- and single-
layer potential operators.
Theorem 5.2. Assume that O is a bounded Lipschitz domain in Rn: Then there
exists E ¼ Eð@OÞ40 such that for each 1opo2þ E; 1=p þ 1=q ¼ 1; the following
hold:
(1) The operators
71
2
I þ K : Lp1ð@OÞ-Lp1ð@OÞ; 712I þ K : Lqð@OÞ-Lqð@OÞ; ð5:22Þ
and
71
2
I þ K : Lpð@OÞ-Lpð@OÞ; 71
2
I þ K : Lq	1ð@OÞ-Lq	1ð@OÞ ð5:23Þ
are Fredholm with index zero. In fact, the null spaces of 71
2
I þ K are R@O8 both on
Lqð@OÞ and on Lp1ð@OÞ: Also,
Imð712I þ K; Lpð@OÞÞ ¼ f fALpð@OÞ;/f ; wS ¼ 0; 8wAR@O8g;
Im ð71
2
I þ K; Lq	1ð@OÞÞ ¼ f fALq	1ð@OÞ; /f ; wS ¼ 0; 8wAR@O8g: ð5:24Þ
(2) The operators 71
2
I þ K are isomorphisms when acting from
L
p
1ð@OÞ
R@O8
;
L
p
1ð@OÞ
R@O
;
Lqð@OÞ
R@O8
; or
Lqð@OÞ
R@O
ð5:25Þ
onto themselves, respectively. Furthermore, similar conclusions hold for 71
2
I þ K
acting from
f fALpð@OÞ;/f ; wS ¼ 0; 8wAR@O8g; f fALpð@OÞ;/f ; wS ¼ 0; 8wAR@Og;
f fALq	1ð@OÞ;/f ; wS ¼ 0; 8wAR@O8g; or f fALq	1ð@OÞ;/f ; wS ¼ 0; 8wAR@Og
ð5:26Þ
onto themselves, respectively.
(3) The operators
S :Lpð@OÞ-Lp1ð@OÞ; S : Lq	1ð@OÞ-Lqð@OÞ; ð5:27Þ
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are isomorphisms. Furthermore,
S : f fALpð@OÞ;/f ; wS ¼ 0; 8wAR@O7g-
L
p
1ð@OÞ
R@O7
;
S : f fALq	1ð@OÞ;/f ; wS ¼ 0; 8wAR@O7g-
Lqð@OÞ
R@O7
;
S : f fALpð@OÞ;/f ; wS ¼ 0; 8wAR@Og-L
p
1ð@OÞ
R@O
;
S : f fALq	1ð@OÞ;/f ; wS ¼ 0; 8wAR@Og-
Lqð@OÞ
R@O
ð5:28Þ
are isomorphisms.
(4) The spaces Kerð71
2
I þ K; Lpð@OÞÞ are independent of p and
S : Ker ð71
2
I þ K; Lpð@OÞÞ-R@O8 ð5:29Þ
are isomorphisms.
(5) When @OAC1; then all invertibility results above are valid for the full range
p; qAð1;NÞ:
For the proofs of the results contained in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 and related issues
we refer the reader to [6,7,9,11–13,20,29,30,33,42]. &
6. Sharp invertibility results for the single-layer potential operator
Throughout this section OCRn is a bounded Lipschitz domain. The goal is to
study the possibility of representing the solution of the Dirichlet problems, (2.15)
and (2.44), via the single-layer potential. That is, we seek an integral representation
of the form
u ¼ SðS	1ðuj@OÞÞ in O7; ð6:1Þ
for harmonic functions in O7 with Ho¨lder boundary values. In turn, from (5.20) and
(5.17), the success of this program hinges on the invertibility properties of S regarded
as a map of ðB1;11	að@OÞÞ onto Cað@OÞ: This issue makes the object of Theorem 6.1,
the main result of this section.
To set the stage, let us introduce
y	 :¼ supfyAð0; p; O satisfies a UECC with angle yg ð6:2Þ
and
yþ :¼ supfyAð0; p; O satisfies a UICC with angle yg: ð6:3Þ
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Whenever required by circumstances, we shall write y7ðOÞ in place of y7 in order to
stress the dependence on the domain.
Next, we let a7 :¼ ay7 be the corresponding Ho¨lder indices in the sense of
Deﬁnition 2.3. Deﬁne
acriticðOÞ :¼ minfaþ; a	g: ð6:4Þ
Note that y7pp and by Lemma 2.4 we get a7pap ¼ 1: This in turn implies that for
any bounded Lipschitz domain OCRn we have
acriticðOÞAð0; 1: ð6:5Þ
The following holds.
Theorem 6.1. Let OCRn be a bounded Lipschitz domain. Then
S : ðB1;11	að@OÞÞ-BN;Na ð@OÞ is an isomorphism for all aAð0; acriticðOÞÞ ð6:6Þ
and
S : B1;1	að@OÞ-B1;11	að@OÞ is an isomorphism for all aAð0; acriticðOÞÞ: ð6:7Þ
Remark. If n ¼ 2 one has aþ ¼ p2p	yþ and a	 ¼ p2p	y	 (see (2.11)), so that
acriticðOÞ ¼ min p
2p	 yþ;
p
2p	 y	
 
: ð6:8Þ
In particular, when O is a curvilinear polygon in R2 with angles y1; y2;y; yN we have
acriticðOÞ ¼ min p
2p	 yi;
p
yi
; i ¼ 1;y;N
 
: ð6:9Þ
Before proceeding with the proof of Theorem 6.1 we need one more result stated
in the following proposition. We denote the space of locally Lipschitz functions in O
by LiplocðOÞ:
Proposition 6.2. Let OCRn be a bounded Lipschitz domain and
Tr : B1;12	aðOÞ/B1;11	að@OÞ be the Sobolev trace operator, for any 0oao1: Then, there
exists a mapping
B
1;1
1	að@OÞ{f/ *fAH1;pðOÞ-LiplocðOÞ; ð6:10Þ
for some p41 with the following properties
(i) jjdistð; @OÞa	1jr *fjjjL1ðOÞpCðO; aÞjjfjjB1;1
1	að@OÞ;
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(ii) there exists p041 such that Nð *fÞALp0ð@OÞ and Tr *f ¼ f almost everywhere
on @O:
Furthermore, if fALipð@OÞ then *fACyð %OÞ for all yAð0; 1Þ; and Nðr *fÞALpð@OÞ;
for 1opoN: Moreover if O is unbounded with bounded boundary (i.e., the
complement of a bounded Lipschitz domain) one can construct *f compactly supported
in %O with the norm estimate (i) holding.
Proof. The problem has local character. Hence, via a smooth partition of unity and
bi-Lipschitz changes of variables, matters can be reduced to proving similar claims in
the case when O ¼ Rnþ: In this latter scenario, take
*fðx; yÞ :¼ ðPy  fÞðxÞ; xARn	1; y40; ð6:11Þ
i.e., the harmonic extension of f to the upper-half-space obtained via convolution
with the standard Poisson kernel. Granted (6.11) we now observe that ðiÞ follows
from Proposition 70; p. 151, and Lemma 40; p. 152, in [37]. From the standard theory
of the Dirichlet problem in the upper-half-space we have that the mapping
Bp;qs ð@RnþÞ{f/ *fABp;q
sþ1
p
ðRnþÞ; 1pp; qpN; 0oso1; ð6:12Þ
is well deﬁned and bounded. Also, (cf. [37]), we have
jjNð *fÞjjLpð@RnþÞpCjjfjjLpð@RnþÞ; 1opoN ð6:13Þ
and
jjNðr *fÞjjLpð@RnþÞpCjjfjjLp1ð@RnþÞ: ð6:14Þ
AboveN stands for the nontangential maximal operator deﬁned in (5.10). Now,
(ii) is a direct consequence of (6.13) and the embedding B1;11	að@RnþÞ+Lp0ð@RnþÞ; for
some p041: Also, since B
1;1
2	aðRnþÞ+H1;pðRnþÞ for some p41; and since the latter
space is preserved under bi-Lipschitz diffeomorphisms it follows from (6.12) that
*fAH1;pðRnþÞ-LiplocðRnþÞ for some p41: The case fALipð@RnþÞ is contained in
(6.12)–(6.14). This ends the proof of Proposition 6.2. &
Based on Proposition 6.2, for uACað %OÞ; Du ¼ 0; we deﬁne @u@NAðB1;11	að@OÞÞ by
@u
@N
;f
 
:¼
Z
O
ruðxÞ  r *fðxÞ dx; 8fAB1;11	að@OÞ; ð6:15Þ
where *f is the extension of f constructed in Proposition 6.2, and the ‘dot’ stands for
the usual scalar product of vectors. Also, hereafter /; S will denote the pairing of
elements from a Banach space and its dual. Note that the above deﬁnition can be
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easily adapted to the case when u is deﬁned in O	 (when the extension *f can be
assumed to have support in a large, ﬁxed ball, containing %O).
We have
Lemma 6.3. Definition (6.15) is meaningful and the following estimate holds:
@u
@N
  
ðB1;1
1	að@OÞÞ
pCjjujjCað %OÞ: ð6:16Þ
Proof. According to Lemma 2.8 we have that, if uAC2ðOÞ-Cað %OÞ; for some
aAð0; 1Þ; and Du ¼ 0 then there exists C40 such that
jjdistð; @OÞ1	ajruðÞjjLNðOÞpCjjujjCað %OÞ: ð6:17Þ
Since
jru  r *fjpC½distð; @OÞ1	ajruj½distð; @OÞa	1jr *fj; ð6:18Þ
estimate (6.17) in concert with (i) from Proposition 6.2 gives that ru  r *f is
absolutely integrable on O; and that @u@NA B
1;1
1	að@OÞ
 
in (6.15) is well deﬁned. Also
@u
@N
;f
  pCðO; aÞjjfjjB1;1
1	að@OÞjjujjCað %OÞ: ð6:19Þ
This, in turn, readily gives estimate (6.16). &
After these preliminaries we now turn to the
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Fix 0oao1 and for fA B1;11	að@OÞ
 
introduce
u1ðxÞ :¼ Sf ðxÞ; xAO; and u2ðxÞ :¼ Sf ðxÞ; xABR\ %O: ð6:20Þ
Here R40 is ﬁxed such that %OCBR :¼ BRð0Þ and there is no loss of generality in
assuming that
distðx; @ðBR\OÞÞ ¼ distðx; @OÞ; 8xAsupp *f; ð6:21Þ
for each fALipð@OÞ (where the extension *f is taken in the sense of Proposition 6.2).
Clearly Du1 ¼ 0 in O and Du2 ¼ 0 in BR\ %O: Also u1ACað %OÞ and u2ACað %BR\OÞ;
cf. (5.21).
Next, according to Lemma 6.3 the normal derivative @u1=@NAðB1;11	að@OÞÞ in
(6.15) is meaningful and (6.16) holds. Also,
@u2=@NAðB1;11	að@ðBR\ %OÞÞ  ðB1;11	að@BRÞÞ"ðB1;11	að@OÞÞ; ð6:22Þ
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plus a natural estimate, i.e.
@u2
@N

@O
  
ðB1;1
1	að@OÞÞ
þ @u2
@N

@BR




ðB1;1
1	að@BRÞÞ
pCjju2jjCað %BR\OÞ: ð6:23Þ
As we shall prove in the appendix, the following jump relations hold:
@Sf
@N

@O7
¼ ð81
2
I þ KÞf ; for any fAðB1;11	að@OÞÞ: ð6:24Þ
See Proposition 11.1. This, estimates (6.16) for u ¼ u1 and (6.23), then give
jj f jjðB1;1
1	að@OÞÞp jjð
1
2
I þ KÞf jjðB1;1
1	að@OÞÞ þ jjð
1
2
I 	 KÞf jjðB1;1
1	að@OÞÞ
pCðjju1jjCað %OÞ þ jju2jjCað %BR\OÞÞ: ð6:25Þ
Fix now for the rest of the proof 0oaoacriticðOÞ where acriticðOÞ is as in (6.4); also,
recall a7 introduced on this occasion. It is important to point out that aþ and a	 for
O coincide, respectively, with a	 and aþ for BR\ %O: Consequently, acriticðOÞ ¼
acriticðBR\ %OÞ: Thus, aoa	 and aoaþ so that, by virtue of Theorem 2.5,
jju1jjCað %OÞpCjjSf jjCað@OÞ ð6:26Þ
and
jju2jjCað %BR\OÞpCðjjSf jjCað@OÞ þ jjSf j@BR jjCað@BRÞÞ: ð6:27Þ
Take (6.26) and (6.27) in (6.25). Since @O-@BR ¼ |; the linear map
ðB1;11	að@OÞÞ{f/Sf j@BRAL2ð@BRÞ is compact. Summing up we obtain
S : ðB1;11	að@OÞÞ-Cað@OÞ ¼ ðB1;1	að@OÞÞ ð6:28Þ
has closed range for any aAð0; acriticðOÞÞ: Since formally S ¼ S; the Closed Range
Theorem (see, e.g., [34, pp. 100–101]), gives that
S : B1;1	að@OÞ-B1;11	að@OÞ ð6:29Þ
has closed range. To show that this operator is, in fact, onto, it sufﬁces to prove that
its range is also dense. In turn, this is a consequence of the dense embeddings
L2ð@OÞ+B1;1	að@OÞ and L21ð@OÞ+B1;11	að@OÞ; along with (5.27) from Theorem 5.1.
At this point we are left with showing that S in (6.29) is injective which is the
subject of the following lemma. Then (6.6) is completed and so is (6.7) by duality.
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.1 granted Lemma 6.4.
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Lemma 6.4. For each bounded Lipschitz domain OCRn;
S : B1;1	að@OÞ-B1;11	að@OÞ is one-to-one 8aAð0; acriticðOÞÞ: ð6:30Þ
Proof. Let fAB1;1	að@OÞ be such that Sf ¼ 0 and set u :¼ Sf in O7: For starters, we
note that
jjdistð; @OÞa	1jrujjjL1ðOÞpCjj f jjB1;1	að@OÞ ð6:31Þ
which follows from Lemma 3.3 in [13], since the inclusion B1;1	að@OÞ+ðCað@OÞÞ
holds (itself, a manifestation of the fact that any Banach space embeds continuously
into its bidual). It is then possible to deﬁne the normal derivative @u@N as an element of
ðCað@OÞÞ by setting
@u
@N
; f
 
:¼
Z
O
ruðxÞ  r PI f ðxÞ dx; 8fACað@OÞ: ð6:32Þ
That PI f is meaningful follows from Theorem 2.5 since aAð0; acriticðOÞ). Also, from
(2.16) and (6.31) we have that ru  r PI fAL1ðOÞ:
Consider next an arbitrary gACaðOÞ and, using Theorem 2.5, let vACað %OÞ be such
that Dv ¼ 0 and vj@O ¼ g: In particular, @v@NAðB1;11	að@OÞÞ in the sense of (6.15). If Tr
stands for the trace operator from (5.6) then, for u and v as above, the following
extension of Green’s formula holds
@u
@N

@Oþ
;Tr v
* +
¼ @v
@N

@Oþ
;Tr u
* +
: ð6:33Þ
Since Tr u ¼ Sf ¼ 0 (by assumption) and Tr v ¼ g; the above identity leads to
/ @u@Nj@Oþ ; gS ¼ 0 and, further, to
@u
@N

@Oþ
¼ 0 ð6:34Þ
since g is arbitrary.
Assume now that some R40; sufﬁciently large, has been ﬁxed. Similar
considerations for u in the domain BR\ %O and vACað %BR\OÞ the solution of the
Dirichlet problem with boundary data vj@O ¼ gACað@OÞ and vj@BR ¼ 0 yield
@u
@N

@O	
; g
* +
¼ @v
@N

@BR
; u

@BR
* +
: ð6:35Þ
Let us now introduce the assignment
Cað@OÞ{g/Tg :¼ @v
@N

@BR
AL2ð@BRÞ; ð6:36Þ
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and assume for the moment that this extends (by density) to a linear, bounded
operator
T : L2ð@OÞ-L2ð@BRÞ: ð6:37Þ
Then, if T denotes the adjoint of (6.37), identity (6.35) gives
@u
@N

@O	
; g
* +
¼ /TðSf j@BRÞ; gS; 8gACað@OÞ; ð6:38Þ
since Sf j@BRAL2ð@BRÞ (assuming @O-@BR ¼ |). Consequently,
@u
@N

@O	
¼ TðSf j@BRÞAL2ð@OÞ: ð6:39Þ
At this point, we would like to conclude that fAL2ð@OÞ based on (6.34), (6.39), and
the jump relation
f ¼ @u
@N

@O	
	 @u
@N

@Oþ
: ð6:40Þ
For functions in Lpð@OÞ this is, of course, a consequence of (5.18) from Theorem 5.1,
but in our case fAB1;1	að@OÞ: Nonetheless, Lpð@OÞ-B1;1	að@OÞ is dense in B1;1	að@OÞ;
from the atomic characterization of the latter space; cf. (5.4). Thus, since both sides
of (6.40) depend continuously on fAB1;1	að@OÞ; the jump-relation (6.40) holds. Hence,
fAL2ð@OÞ and now the desired conclusion (i.e., f ¼ 0) follows from (5.27).
The proof of (6.4) will therefore be complete as soon as we show that the operator
T introduced in (6.36) is bounded on L2ð@OÞ: With this goal in mind, ﬁx R4R:
Employing Theorem 2.5 we let wACað %BR\OÞ be such that Dw ¼ 0; wj@O ¼ g and
wj@BR ¼ 0: Similarly, let oACað %BR\OÞ be such that Do ¼ 0; oj@O ¼ 0 and oj@BR ¼
wj@BR : From the uniqueness part in Theorem 2.5 it follows that v ¼ w 	 o in BR\ %O
which entails the representation
Tg ¼ @w
@N

@BR
	@o
@N

@BR
: ð6:41Þ
The contribution from the ﬁrst term on the right-hand side of (6.41) is of the right
order since we have that jjrwjjL2ð@BRÞpCjjgjjL2ð@OÞ; by interior estimates. To handle
the second term we employ the well-posedness for the regularity problem for the
Laplacian in BR\ %O for data oj@ðBR\ %OÞAL21ð@ðBR\ %OÞÞ; cf. [42] for details. What is
relevant for us here is the estimate
jjNðroÞjjL2ð@ðBR\ %OÞÞpCjjoj@ðBR\ %OÞjjL21ð@ðBR\ %OÞÞ ¼ Cjjoj@BR jjL21ð@BRÞ
¼Cjjwj@BR jjL21ð@BRÞpCjjgjjL2ð@OÞ: ð6:42Þ
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Clearly, the leftmost quantity in (6.42) controls the L2ð@BRÞ norm of @o=@N; and
the proof of the L2-boundedness of T is ﬁnished. The proof of Lemma 6.4 is now
complete. &
Remark. Theorem 6.1 is sharp in the sense that claim (6.6) is not expected to hold
beyond acriticðOÞ: This is true since otherwise one would conclude (via representation
(6.1)) the well-posedness of both (2.15) and (2.44). In turn, we know from the
discussion in Section 2 that the aforementioned problems are simultaneously well-
posed precisely in ð0; acriticðOÞÞ:
Remark. It has been proved in [31] using atomic theory, that S :
B1;1	að@OÞ-B1;11	að@OÞ is an isomorphism for 0oao½qDirðOÞ	1; with qDirðOÞo2
being the critical Dirichlet exponent. That is, qDirðOÞ is the inﬁmum of all q’s
for which the Dirichlet problem
Du ¼ 0; NðuÞALqð@OÞ; uj@O ¼ fALqð@OÞ ð6:43Þ
is solvable for arbitrary boundary data, both in Oþ and in O	:
This result (which is similar in spirit to—yet different from—our
Theorem 6.1) happens to coincide with Theorem 6.1 in the special case when O is
a curvilinear polygon in R2: Indeed, if O has angles y1; y2;y; yN ; both the index
qDirðOÞ and the index acriticðOÞ can be computed explicitly (cf. [36,10]). More
precisely,
1
qDir
¼ min p
2p	 yi;
p
yi
; i ¼ 1;y;N
 
¼ acriticðOÞ: ð6:44Þ
7. Sharp invertibility properties for the double-layer potential operator
Let O be a bounded Lipschitz domain in R2: In this section we are concerned with
representing the solutions of (2.15), for n ¼ 2; by means of double-layer potentials
(a similar issue can be raised for (2.44)). Speciﬁcally, at least when @O is connected,
we are interested in the validity of
u ¼ Dðð1
2
I þ KÞ	1ðuj@OÞÞ in O; ð7:1Þ
for any harmonic function u in O with Ho¨lder boundary values. From (5.21), (5.17),
it is clear that the crux of the matter is the invertibility of the operator 1
2
I þ K on
Cað@OÞ:
This question ( together with other closely related issues) is addressed in the
theorem below in the two-dimensional setting.
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Theorem 7.1. Let O be a bounded Lipschitz domain in R2 with connected boundary and
consider acriticðOÞ as in (6.8). Then
71
2
I þ K : C
að@OÞ
R@O8
-
Cað@OÞ
R@O8
; 71
2
I þ K : C
að@OÞ
R@O
-
Cað@OÞ
R@O
; ð7:2Þ
71
2
I þ K : B
1;1
1	að@OÞ
R@O8
-
B
1;1
1	að@OÞ
R@O8
; 71
2
I þ K : B
1;1
1	að@OÞ
R@O
-
B
1;1
1	að@OÞ
R@O
ð7:3Þ
are isomorphisms for all aAð0; acriticðOÞÞ: Also, the operators 712I þ K acting from
f fAB1;1	að@OÞ;/f ; wS ¼ 0; 8wAR@O8g onto itself ;
f fAB1;1	að@OÞ;/f ; wS ¼ 0; 8wAR@Og onto itself ;
f fABN;Na	1 ð@OÞ;/f ; wS ¼ 0; 8wAR@O8g onto itself ;
f fABN;Na	1 ð@OÞ;/f ; wS ¼ 0; 8wAR@Og onto itself ð7:4Þ
are isomorphisms for all aAð0; acriticðOÞÞ: Moreover the operators 712I þ K are
Fredholm with index zero when acting on Cað@OÞ; or on B1;11	að@OÞ; for each
aAð0; acriticðOÞÞ:
Similar results are valid for 71
2
I þ K when acting on B1;1	að@OÞ or ðB1;11	að@OÞÞ;
where once again aAð0; acriticðOÞÞ:
Proof. For any 0oso1; 1pppN; consider the space
gBp;p	s ð@OÞ :¼ f fABp;p	s ð@OÞ;/f ; wS ¼ 0; 8wAR@Og: ð7:5Þ
A simple yet useful observation (seen from the deﬁnition) is that for any 0oao1; the
tangential derivative operator is a Fredholm operator of index zero (in fact, even an
isomorphism) when acting between the spaces
@
@t
:
B1;11	að@OÞ
R@O
-
g
B
1;1
	að@OÞ: ð7:6Þ
Fix for the moment aAð0; acriticðOÞÞ: By Theorem 6.1 isomorphism (6.7) holds.
Let
i : gB1;1	að@OÞ-B1;1	að@OÞ and p : B1;11	að@OÞ-B1;11	að@OÞ=R@O ð7:7Þ
be the inclusion and quotient maps, respectively. These are Fredholm operators of
opposite indexes, i.e. indexðiÞ ¼ 	indexðpÞ: Composing them with mapping (6.7) we
get that S :
g
B1;1	að@OÞ-B1;11	að@OÞ=R@O is a Fredholm operator with index zero for all
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aAð0; acriticðOÞÞ: In turn, the latter and (7.6) imply that
@S
@t
:
g
B
1;1
	að@OÞ-gB1;1	að@OÞ ð7:8Þ
is a Fredholm operator with index zero. From the L2 theory we know that @S@t :fL2ð@OÞ-fL2ð@OÞ is an isomorphism, where fL2ð@OÞ :¼ f fAL2ð@OÞ;/f ; wS ¼
0; 8wAR@Og: Furthermore, fL2ð@OÞCgB1;1	að@OÞ densely for all aAð0; 1Þ: Therefore,
the operator (7.8) has dense range, and hence, it is in fact an isomorphism.
Appealing to the following two-dimensional identity (cf. [30, (3.44)]):
ð1
2
I þ KÞð	1
2
I þ KÞ ¼ @S
@t
 2
ð7:9Þ
on
g
B
1;1
	að@OÞ we conclude that the operators
71
2
I þ K : gB1;1	að@OÞ-gB1;1	að@OÞ ð7:10Þ
are isomorphisms, which is the second isomorphism in (7.4). The second
isomorphism in (7.2), by duality, is a consequence of (7.10) since ðgB1;1	að@OÞÞ ¼
Cað@OÞ=R@O: Consider the diagram
ð7:11Þ
It is commutative since SK ¼ KS (itself, readily observed from Green’s formula and
jump relations). The top horizontal arrow is isomorphism (7.10). Hence
71
2
I þ K : B
1;1
1	að@OÞ
R@O
-
B
1;1
1	að@OÞ
R@O
are Fredholm with index zero 8aAð0; acriticðOÞÞ: ð7:12Þ
Using the dense embedding L21ð@OÞ=R@O into B1;11	að@OÞ=R@O and (5.25) from
Theorem 5.2 we obtain that the operators 71
2
I þ K in (7.12) have also dense range.
Consequently (7.12) are in fact isomorphisms. This proves the second claim in (7.3)
while the forth one in (7.6) follows by duality.
All the other isomorphisms in (7.2)–(7.4) can be handled similarly. This ﬁnishes
the proof of (7.2)–(7.4). Finally, the fact that for each aAð0; acriticðOÞÞ the operators
71
2
I þ K are Fredholm with index zero when acting on Cað@OÞ; or on B1;11	að@OÞ; is a
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consequence of what we have proved so far and standard functional analysis. The
proof of Theorem 7.1 is now complete. &
8. Sharp invertibility results on curvilinear polygons
The main focus of this section is to establish sharp invertibility properties for the
boundary layer potential operators 71
2
I þ K ; 71
2
I þ K and S on Besov spaces on
curvilinear polygons in two dimensions.
We are able to give a precise description of the region in the plane consisting of all
the points ðs; 1=pÞ for which such invertibility results hold on the spaces Bp;ps ð@OÞ and
Bp;ps ð@OÞ=R; respectively, when O is a two-dimensional curvilinear polygon.
Throughout this section O is a curvilinear polygon with connected boundary, and
having angles y1; y2;y; yNAð0; 2pÞ: Recall y7 and acriticðOÞ from (6.2) to (6.3) and,
respectively, (6.4). A simple analysis in this case shows
y	ðOÞ ¼ minf2p	 yi; p; i ¼ 1;y;Ng; and yþðOÞ ¼ minfyi; p; i ¼ 1;y;Ng ð8:1Þ
and
acriticðOÞ ¼ min p
2p	 yþ;
p
2p	 y	
 
: ð8:2Þ
For any O curvilinear polygon we deﬁne the region
RO :¼ the interior of the hexagonal region P1P2P3P4P5P6; ð8:3Þ
where P1 :¼ ð0; 0Þ; P2 :¼ ðacriticðOÞ; 0Þ; P3 :¼ ð1; 1	 acriticðOÞÞ; P4 :¼ ð1; 1Þ; P5 :¼
ð1	 acriticðOÞ; 1Þ and P6 :¼ ð0; acriticðOÞÞ (Fig. 1).
Our main result in this section is
Theorem 8.1. Let OCR2 be a bounded curvilinear polygon, with connected boundary,
and angles y1;y; yNAð0; 2pÞ: Then, if RO is as in (8.3), the operators
1
2
I þ K : Bp;ps ð@OÞ-Bp;ps ð@OÞ and 	 12I þ K : Bp;ps ð@OÞ=R-Bp;ps ð@OÞ=R ð8:4Þ
are invertible operators whenever ðs; 1=pÞARO: Also,
1
2
I þ K : Bq;q	s ð@OÞ-Bq;q	s ð@OÞ and 	 12I þ K : gBq;q	s ð@OÞ-gBq;q	s ð@OÞ ð8:5Þ
are isomorphisms for all q and s such that ðs; 1=pÞARO; where 1p þ 1q ¼ 1: Moreover, the
single-layer potential operators
S : Bq;q	s ð@OÞ-Bq;q1	sð@OÞ; S : gBq;q	s ð@OÞ-Bq;q1	sð@OÞ=R ð8:6Þ
are invertible whenever ðs; 1=pÞARO; and 1p þ 1q ¼ 1:
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Proof. The strategy for proving (8.4) is to use interpolation. In this scenario, it
sufﬁces to show the invertibility of the operators 71
2
I þ K on the spaces Bp;ps ð@OÞ
and Bp;ps ð@OÞ=R; respectively, for
ðs; 1=pÞAP1P2,P4P5; ð8:7Þ
and the invertibility of71
2
I þ K on Lpð@OÞ and Lpð@OÞ=R as well as on Lq1ð@OÞ and
L
q
1ð@OÞ=R; for ½acriticðOÞ	1opoN and 1p þ 1q ¼ 1: These latter cases formally
correspond to ðs; 1=pÞAP1P6,P3P4: Above PiPj stands for the open segment joining
Pi and Pj; i; j ¼ 1;y; 6:
First, we remark that cases (8.7) follow from the Theorem 7.1. Employing the
pseudodifferential calculus of Mellin type it can be shown (see e.g. [10,36]) that
1
2
I þ K : Lpð@OÞ-Lpð@OÞ and 	 1
2
I þ K : Lpð@OÞ=R-Lpð@OÞ=R ð8:8Þ
are isomorphisms for all pAðp0;NÞ with p0 ¼ maxf2p	yip ; yip; 1; i ¼ 1;y;Ng: This is
the correspondent of (8.4) for s ¼ 0 and 1=pAð0; 1=p0Þ and can be used to take care
of the side P6P1: Indeed, from (8.2) we have
1
p0
¼ min p
2p	 yi;
p
yi
; 1; i ¼ 1;y;N
 
¼ acriticðOÞ ð8:9Þ
as desired.
We are left to deal with the invertibility of the operators 71
2
I þ K on Lq1ð@OÞ and
L
q
1ð@OÞ=R respectively for 1=qAð1	 acriticðOÞ; 1Þ (i.e., formally ðs; 1=pÞAP3P4). To
this end, passing to the dual in (8.8) we obtain that the operators 71
2
I þ K :
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fLqð@OÞ-fLqð@OÞ are isomorphisms for all qAð1; q0Þ; 1p0 þ 1q0 ¼ 1: The latter in
concert with identity (7.53) (which holds on Lqð@OÞ for each 1oqoN) gives that
@S
@t :
fLqð@OÞ-fLqð@OÞ is an isomorphism for all qAð1; q0Þ: On the other hand, we
know that @@t : L
q
1ð@OÞ=R-fLqð@OÞ is an isomorphism for all 1oqoN: Hence, we
have that
S : fLqð@OÞ-Lq1ð@OÞ=R; qAð1; q0Þ ð8:10Þ
is an isomorphism. From this, it is not too hard to show that in fact
S : Lqð@OÞ-Lq1ð@OÞ; qAð1; q0Þ ð8:11Þ
is also an isomorphism. Moreover, from (8.10), (8.11) and duality (and with some
self-explanatory notation), we conclude that
S : Lp	1ð@OÞ-Lpð@OÞ; S : gLp	1ð@OÞ-Lpð@OÞ=R; ð8:12Þ
are isomorphisms for each ½acriticðOÞ	1opoN:
Next, we use the well-known identity 71
2
I þ K ¼ Sð71
2
I þ KÞS	1 in order to
conclude that 71
2
I þ K : Lq1ð@OÞ=R-Lq1ð@OÞ=R is an isomorphism for each
qAð1; q0Þ: Much as before, this also implies that the operator 12I þ K :
L
q
1ð@OÞ-Lq1ð@OÞ is an isomorphism for each qAð1; q0Þ: Finally, notice that 1=q0 ¼
1	 1=p0 ¼ 1	 acriticðOÞ: This ﬁnishes our analysis for ðs; 1=pÞAP3P4: This completes
the proof of (8.6). Now (8.5) follows by duality from (8.4).
Finally, the claim about (8.6) is a consequence of (8.10)–(8.12), Theorem 6.1 and
interpolation. &
The invertibility results established so far are most relevant in the context of the
classical Poisson problems for the Laplacian with Neumann and Dirichlet boundary
conditions on curvilinear polygons in two dimensions. More speciﬁcally, relying on
Theorem 8.1 and proceeding as in [30], we obtain:
Theorem 8.2. Let ODR2 be a bounded curvilinear polygon with connected boundary
and angles y1; y2;y; yN : Also, recall RO introduced in (8.3). Then, if
1op; qoN; 1=p þ 1=q ¼ 1; 0oso1; are such that ðs; 1=pÞARO; then the Poisson
problem for the Laplacian with Neumann boundary condition
uAH
1	sþ1
q
;qðOÞ;
Du ¼ f in O;
@nu ¼ g on @O;R
O u ¼ 0
8>>><>>: ð8:13Þ
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has a unique solution for any fAH
1
q
	s	1;q
0 ðOÞ and gABq;q	s ð@OÞ subject to the (necessary)
compatibility condition Z
O
f ¼
Z
@O
g ds: ð8:14Þ
This solution also verifies
jjujj
H
1	sþ1
q
;qðOÞ
pCjj f jj
H
1
q
	s	1;q
0
ðOÞ
þ CjjgjjBq;q	s ð@OÞ; ð8:15Þ
for some C40 depending only on O and s; p:
Moreover, the Poisson problem for the Laplacian with Dirichlet boundary condition:
uAH
sþ1
p
;pðOÞ;
Du ¼ fAH
1
p
þs	2;pðOÞ;
Tr u ¼ gABp;ps ð@OÞ
8>><>>: ð8:16Þ
is well-posed for each ðs; 1=pÞARacritic :
Results similar in spirit hold for R2\ %O:
9. The Poisson problem for the %@ operator with data in Besov spaces
In this section we are interested in the well-posedness of the following Poisson
problem for the %@ operator:
FABp;p
sþ1
p
ðOÞ;
%@F ¼ fABp;p
sþ1
p
	1
ðOÞ;
Tr½Re F  ¼ gABp;ps ð@OÞ;
8>>><>>: ð9:1Þ
where O is a bounded Lipschitz domain in C and Tr is the trace operator introduced
in (5.6). In order to treat (9.1) via layer potentials, we ﬁrst analyse the mapping
properties of the Cauchy operator
ChðzÞ ¼ 1
2pi
Z
@O
hðzÞ
z	 z dz; zAO; ð9:2Þ
for h in suitable function spaces. The next proposition summarizes the properties of
C which we will use to solve (9.1). Recall acriticðOÞ andRðOÞ from (6.4) and (8.3). For
any e40 introduce
Re :¼ the interior of the hexagonal region P1P2P3P4P5P6; ð9:3Þ
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where P1:¼ ð0; 0Þ; P2:¼ðacriticðOÞ; 0Þ; P3:¼ð1; 12	 eÞ;P4 :¼ð1; 1Þ; P5 :¼ð1	 acriticðOÞ; 1Þ
and P6 :¼ ð0; 12þ eÞ:
Proposition 9.1. Let O be bounded Lipschitz domain in C: Then C is bounded from
Bp;ps ð@OÞ into Bp;p
sþ1
p
ðOÞ for any 1opoN; 0oso1: Also, there exists e ¼ eð@OÞ40
such that the operator TrðReCÞ is an isomorphism from Bp;ps ð@OÞ
R@O	
onto
B
p;p
s ð@OÞ
R@O	
for each
ðs; 1=pÞARe:
Moreover, if O is a curvilinear polygon we can take e ¼ acriticðOÞ 	 12 and
Re ¼ RðOÞ:
Proof. Recall N the outward unit normal to @O: Using the fact that dz ¼ iN ds on
@O; a direct computation shows that ReðChÞ ¼ Dh in O for h real valued, where D is
the double layer potential operator as in (5.7). Now Proposition 9.1 follows from the
properties of D and its trace on @O (see [30] and Section 8) and Proposition 9.2
below. &
Proposition 9.2. Let O be a bounded Lipschitz domain in C; 1opoN; a40; and
suppose that F is a holomorphic function in O: Denote by Re F and Im F the real and,
respectively, the imaginary part of F : Then
Re FABp;pa ðOÞ3 Im FABp;pa ðOÞ: ð9:4Þ
We recall an important result due to Jerison and Kenig (see [21, Theorem 4.1])
which will be used in the proof of Proposition 9.2 and in the next section.
Theorem 9.3 (Jerison and Kenig). Suppose that u is a harmonic function in O: Let
0oao1; k be a nonnegative integer, and 1pppN: Then
uABp;pkþaðOÞ3 distð; @OÞ1	ajrkþ1uj þ jrkuj þ jujALpðOÞ: ð9:5Þ
Now we return to the
Proof of Proposition 9.2. By the Cauchy–Riemann equations we have
jrkðRe FÞjEjrkðIm FÞj for each kAN: Using this and Theorem 9.3, matters reduce
to showing that Re FALpðOÞ if and only if Im FALpðOÞ: To this end, suppose
Re FALpðOÞ and let j be a smooth, compactly supported function in O; withR
O j ¼ 0: For this ﬁxed j; consider the problem
div ~G ¼ j in O;
~GAH1;q0 ðO;R2Þ;R
O j ¼ 0;
8><>: ð9:6Þ
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where div is the usual divergence operator and 1
p
þ 1
q
¼ 1: This is well posed (see [2])
and the unique vector ﬁeld solution ~G of (9.6) satisﬁes jj~G jj
H
1;q
0
ðOÞpCjjjjjLqðOÞ:
Denote rt :¼ f@2;	@1g and rot ~G :¼ rt  ~G : The Cauchy–Riemann equations and
integration by parts yield
Z
O
ðIm FÞj ¼
Z
O
ðIm FÞ div ~G ¼ 	
Z
O
rðIm FÞ  ~G
¼
Z
O
rtðRe FÞ  ~G ¼
Z
O
ðRe FÞðrot ~GÞ: ð9:7Þ
Hence, by (9.6) we get
Z
O
ðIm FÞj
 pCjj~GjjH1;q
0
ðOÞpCjjjjjLqðOÞ: ð9:8Þ
The fact that Im FALpðOÞ now follows. The reverse implication Im FALpðOÞ )
Re FALpðOÞ is proved similarly. &
Now we are ready to address the well-posedness of (9.1).
Theorem 9.4. Let O be bounded Lipschitz domain in C with connected boundary. Then
there exists e ¼ eð@OÞ40 such that for each ðs; 1=pÞARe the boundary value problem
(9.1) is well-posed. Moreover, if O is a curvilinear polygon, as in Section 8, we can take
e ¼ acriticðOÞ 	 12 and Re ¼ RðOÞ:
Proof. Let e be as in Proposition 9.1, and ﬁx ðs; 1=pÞARe; fABp;p
sþ1
p
	1
ðOÞ; and
gABp;ps ð@OÞ: Let F ¼ @Pð f Þ þ Ch; where P is the Newtonian potential operator as
in (5.9) and hABp;ps ð@OÞ: Then F veriﬁes the interior conditions in (9.1), while on the
boundary we have
Tr½Re F  ¼ Tr½Re @Pð f Þ þ ð12I þ KÞh ¼ g; ð9:9Þ
here we have used ReCh ¼ Dh and (5.14). From (9.9) and Proposition 9.1 we
conclude that F ¼ @Pð f Þ þ Ch; with h ¼ ð1
2
I þ KÞ	1ðg 	 Tr½Re @Pð f ÞÞABp;ps ð@OÞ
is solving (9.1). The existence part of the well-posedness of (9.1) is therefore
completed. As for uniqueness, if f ¼ 0; g ¼ 0; the well-posedness for the Dirichlet
problem for the Laplacian implies that the harmonic function Re F must be zero in
O since it has zero trace at the boundary. As a consequence, the holomorphic
function F should also vanish in O: &
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10. Besov regularity of conformal mappings of Lipschitz domains
Let O be a bounded, connected, and simply connected Lipschitz domain
in C and let F be the conformal mapping as in (4.1). In this section
we are interested in determining the set of points ðs; 1=pÞ in the plane for
which FABp;ps ðOÞ: Recall acriticðOÞ as in (6.4). For any e40 deﬁne (see
Fig. 2)
Qe :¼ the interior of the hexagonal region Q1Q2Q3Q4Q5Q6; ð10:1Þ
where Q1 :¼ ð0; 0Þ; Q2 :¼ ðacriticðOÞ; 0Þ; Q3 :¼ ð32	 e; 12	 eÞ; Q4 :¼ ð2; 1Þ; Q5 :¼
ð2	 acriticðOÞ; 1Þ and Q6 :¼ ð12þ e; 12þ eÞ:
One of the main results of the paper is the next theorem which gives the Besov
regularity of the conformal map F of Lipschitz domains in C:
Theorem 10.1. Let O be a bounded, connected, and simply connected Lipschitz domain
in C: Then, there exists e ¼ eð@OÞAð0; 1
2
 such that the conformal mapping F defined in
(4.1) verifies FABp;pa ðOÞ for each ða; 1=pÞAQe: In particular, if O is a curvilinear
polygon, we can take e ¼ acriticðOÞ 	 12:
Proof. Recall the representation of F in the form (4.5), with G and H; as in (4.6) and
(4.7), respectively. Note that for each z0AO; sAð0; 1Þ and 1opoN; we have logj 
	z0jAB p;ps ð@OÞ: Based on the well posedness of the Dirichlet problem for the
Laplacian on Lipschitz domains with boundary data in Besov spaces, this further
implies that GAB p;p
sþ1
p
ðOÞ for any ðs; 1=pÞARe (see Theorem 1.3 in [21] and Corollary
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4.2 in [30]). Invoking Proposition 9.2, we obtain
F :¼ G þ iHAB p;p
sþ1
p
ðOÞ; 8ðs; 1=pÞARe: ð10:2Þ
It is not hard to see that the multiplication by  	 z0 is a bounded operator on any
Bp;pa ðOÞ; a40; 1opoN (use its boundedness on the Sobolev scale Hk;pðOÞ and
interpolation). Using this observation and (4.5), verifying the membership
FAB p;p
sþ1
p
ðOÞ for all ðs; 1=pÞARe reduces to showing that
eFAB p;p
sþ1
p
ðOÞ; 8ðs; 1=pÞARe: ð10:3Þ
As eF is holomorphic in O; a simple application of the maximum modulus principle
gives
eFALNðOÞ and jrðeF ÞjEjeF F 0jEjeF jjrF j: ð10:4Þ
We distinguish three cases in the proof of (10.3).
Case I: 0os þ 1
p
o1: From Theorem 9.3 and (10.2) we obtain
distð; @OÞ1	s	
1
pjrF j þ jF jALpðOÞ: ð10:5Þ
Combining (10.4), (10.5), and Theorem 9.3, we conclude that (10.5) holds for F
replaced by eF : Thus, (10.3) holds when 0os þ 1
p
o1 and therefore FABp;pa ðOÞ for
ða; 1=pÞAQe; 0oao1:
Case II: 1os þ 1
p
o2: In this case, Theorem 9.3 and (10.2) yield
distð; @OÞ2	s	
1
pjr2F j þ jrF j þ jF jALpðOÞ: ð10:6Þ
In this scenario, our goal is to show that (10.6) holds when F is replaced by eF : Since
F is holomorphic, due to (10.4) and (10.6) it sufﬁces to prove
distð; @OÞ2	s	
1
pjF 0j2ALpðOÞ: ð10:7Þ
Invoking (10.2) we see that F 0ABp;p
sþ1
p
	1
ðOÞ+Lp ðOÞ; where 1
p :¼ 12p 	 s2þ 12 ( the fact
that 1
2p
	 s
2
þ 1
2
40 is automatically satisﬁed for any ðs; 1=pÞARe). Thus (10.7) can be
accomplished by ﬁnding q such that
1oqoN; 1
q
þ 1
p
p1
p
; and distð; @OÞ2	s	
1
pjF 0jALqðOÞ: ð10:8Þ
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Set b :¼ s þ 1
p
	 1Að0; 1Þ: A straightforward calculation shows that the ﬁrst
part of (10.8) becomes
1oqoN; 1
q
pb
2
: ð10:9Þ
In addition, (4.5) and (10.4) give that jF 0jEjF0j: Thus, the LqðOÞ membership in
(10.8) is equivalent with distð; @OÞ1	bjF0jALqðOÞ: In turn, this is true provided we
ﬁnd sA½b; 1Þ such that FAB q;qs ðOÞ (we have used again Theorem 9.3). The latter
holds whenever
ðs; 1=qÞAQe; 0oso1: ð10:10Þ
Recalling Case I of our analysis, explicit calculations show that we can always select
a pair ðs; 1
q
Þ such that (10.9) and (10.10) hold true. This completes the proof of
Case II.
Case III: s þ 1
p
¼ 1: This follows from Cases I and II by interpolation.
Finally, when O is a curvilinear polygon, we have seen in Section 8 that the value
of e40 can be determined explicitly. With this the proof of Theorem 10.1 is
completed. &
Remark. Let 1opoN and a40 be such that 0o1=p 	 2ao1: We have (see e.g.
[35]) that
Bp;pa ðOÞ+CbðOÞ; 8bA 0;
1
p
	 2a
 
: ð10:11Þ
In the light of (10.11) we point out that hexagon (10.11) from Theorem 10.1 gives by
embedding exactly the range ð0; acriticðOÞÞ on the Ho¨lder scale.
Suppose now that O is a polygon with N angles y1;y; yN : In the rest of the section
we establish Besov regularity properties for the conformal map F in this situation.
Our analysis is based on the classical Schwarz–Christoffel formula from (4.8).
Consider ﬁrst the case a40; aeZ and let kAZ be such that koaok þ 1: Since by
the maximum modulus principle FALNðOÞ; using Theorem 9.3 we obtain
FABp;pa ðOÞ3distðz; @OÞkþ1	ajrkþ1FðzÞj þ jrkFðzÞjALpðOÞ: ð10:12Þ
A straightforward induction argument based on the Cauchy–Riemann equations
and (4.8) shows
jrkFðCðwÞÞjE
YN
i¼1
jw 	 bij1	k
yi
p ; for wAD and kAN: ð10:13Þ
For example, the case j ¼ 1 was proved in Section 4, while for j ¼ 2; j ¼ 3;
we get jr2FðCðwÞÞjEjC00ðwÞjjC0ðwÞj	3; and jr3FðCðwÞÞjEjC000ðwÞjjC0ðwÞj	4 þ
jC00ðwÞj2jC0ðwÞj	5; respectively. The other cases are handled similarly.
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We investigate now the LpðOÞ membership of distðz; @OÞkþ1	ajrkþ1FðzÞj from
(10.12). Using a change of variables, (4.10), (10.13), and (4.8), we get that for any
b40 we have Z
O
jrkþ1FðzÞjp distðz; @OÞpb dz
E
Z
D
jrkþ1FðCðwÞÞjpð1	 jwjÞpbjC0ðwÞjpbþ2 dw
E
Z
D
ð1	 jwjÞpb
YN
i¼1
jw 	 bijpð1	ðkþ1Þ
yi
pÞþð
yi
p	1Þðpbþ2Þ dw: ð10:14Þ
In (10.14), the Cauchy Riemann equations give that the Jacobian of the coordinate
change is of the size of jC0ðwÞj2: When b :¼ k þ 1	 a; a condition guaranteeing that
the last integral in (10.14) is ﬁnite is
pðk þ 1	 aÞ þ p 1	 ðk þ 1Þyi
p
 
þ yi
p
	 1
 
ðpk þ p 	 ap þ 2Þ4	 2;
8iAf1;y;Ng: ð10:15Þ
A direct computation shows that (10.15) comes down to having
a	 2
p
op
yi
; 8iAf1;y;Ng: ð10:16Þ
Therefore, whenever (10.16) is satisﬁed we have distðz; @OÞkþ1	ajrkþ1FðzÞjALpðOÞ:
Observe that, by formally setting p ¼N in (10.16), this becomes (4.12).
Similarly,
Z
O
jrkFðzÞjp dzE
Z
D
YN
i¼1
jw 	 bijpð1	k
yi
pÞþ2ð
yi
p	1Þ dw: ð10:17Þ
The second integral in (10.17) is ﬁnite if k 	 2
p
opyi; for all iAf1;y;Ng: This, in turn,
follows from (10.16) since koaok þ 1: Note that the condition 1opoN together
with (10.16) yield 5 as an upper bound for a: This is indeed the case since 2=po2 and
p=ymaxp3; where ymax :¼ maxfyi; i ¼ 1;y;Ng:
In conclusion, when the domain O is a polygon with angles y1;y; yN ; the
conformal map F belongs to the Besov space Bp;pa ðOÞ; for 1opoN; a40 such that
(10.16) holds (for aAN we use interpolation). The connection with Theorem 10.1 for
a general Lipschitz domain is that condition (10.16) is equivalent with the
requirement that ða; 1=pÞ lies above the line Q2Q3 in Fig. 2, granted that the
polygon has a reentrant corner.
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Appendix
Throughout this section O is a bounded Lipschitz domain in Rn: Recall the single
layer potential operator S from (5.7), the double layer potential operator K from
(5.15) and its adjoint K: The main goal of this appendix is to prove the following
jump relations (used in the proof of Theorem 6.1).
Proposition A.1. Let fAðB1;11	að@OÞÞ for aAð0; 1Þ and u :¼ Sf : There holds
@u
@N

@O7
¼ ð81
2
I þ KÞf ; ðA:1Þ
where @u@N is defined in (6.15).
Proof. The normal derivative @u=@N is understood in the sense of (6.15). Since u is
harmonic and, by (5.21), Ho¨lder of order a; this is meaningful. Let us concentrate on
proving (A.1) when the trace (in the left-hand side) is taken from inside O; the
remaining case is handled similarly. To this end, we need to show that
@u
@N

@O
;f
 
¼ /ð	1
2
I þ KÞf ;fS; ðA:2Þ
for any fAB1;11	að@OÞ: Here and elsewhere, /; S denotes the natural duality
pairing between vectors from a Banach space and functionals from its dual. Via
duality, /ð	1
2
I þ KÞf ;fS ¼ /f ; ð	1
2
I þ KÞfS whereas / @u@Nj@O;fS ¼
R
OruðxÞ 
r *fðxÞ dx by (6.15), where *f is as given in Proposition 6.2.
Note that by density we can assume, without loss of generality, that fALipð@OÞ:
From the proof of Lemma 6.3, we known that ru  r *f is absolutely integrable on O:
Hence
@u
@N

@O
;f
 
¼
Z
O
ruðxÞ  r *fðxÞ dx ¼ lim
j-N
Z
Oj
ruðxÞ  r *fðxÞ dx
¼ lim
j-N
Xn
k¼1
Z
Oj
/@kGðx; Þj@O; fS@k *fðxÞ dx; ðA:3Þ
where OjsO is a nested sequence of approximating domains, exhausting O; much as
in [42, Theorem 1.12, p. 581]. Among other things, we shall require that Oj have
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Lipschitz constants bounded in j; and that there exist Lipschitz diffeomorphisms
Lj : @O-@Oj with the following properties:
(i) LjðxÞAgþðxÞ and xAg	ðLjðxÞÞ for each xA@O; recall that the nontangential
approach regions g7 have been deﬁned starting with (5.11).
(ii) jLjðxÞ 	 xjpC=j for each xA@O:
(iii) Nj3Lj-N a.e. and in any Lpð@OÞ; 1ppoN:
(iv) There exist oj : @O-ð0;NÞ; measurable and bounded away from zero and
inﬁnity uniformly in j; such that
R
LjðEÞ dsj ¼
R
E
oj ds for any measurable set
EC@O: Furthermore, ojðxÞ-1 for a.e. xA@O:
A simple but useful observation for us in the sequel is as follows. Consider
FAC1ð %DÞ; where DDRn; m ﬁnite Borel measure on D and letP be a (ﬁnite) partition
of the domain D: Denote by jPj :¼ supfdiamðWÞ;WAPg the norm of the partition
P: Then
lim
jPj-0
X
WAP
cAW
FðcÞmðWÞ ¼
Z
D
F dm: ðA:4Þ
Indeed this is the case since
Z
D
F dm	
X
WAP
cAW
FðcÞmðDÞ

p
Z
D
X
WAP
cAW
jF 	 FðcÞjwW dm
p jjrF jjLNðDÞjPjmðDÞ-0 ðA:5Þ
as jPj-0: Fix j and, for k ¼ 1; 2;y; n; apply the observation above for the domain
D :¼ Oj; the function FkðxÞ :¼ /@kGðx; Þj@O; fS and the measure mk :¼ @k *fðxÞ dx
which satisﬁes mkðOjÞoN: Summing up in k then yieldsZ
Oj
ruðxÞ  r *fðxÞ dx ¼ lim
jPj-0
/IP; fS; ðA:6Þ
where
IPðÞ :¼
X
cAW
WAP
Xn
k¼1
@kGðc; Þ

@O
mkðWÞ: ðA:7Þ
We next make the claim that, for each ﬁxed j;
IP-Ij :¼
Z
Oj
Xn
k¼1
@kGðx; Þ

@O
dmkðxÞ as jPj-0; ðA:8Þ
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in Lipð@OÞ: This, in turn, will be a consequence of
jjIP 	 IjjjLNð@OÞ-0 and jjrtanIP 	rtanIjjjLNð@OÞ-0 as jPj-0; ðA:9Þ
where rtan stands for the tangential gradient on @O: The ﬁrst part of (A.9) can be
justiﬁed by writing
jIPðÞ 	 IjðÞjpjjr2xGðx; ÞjjLNð@OÞjPjjjrfjjLNð@OÞ; ðA:10Þ
plus the observation that jjr2xGð; ÞjjLNðOj@OÞpCj since Oj-@O ¼ |: Similar
reasonings also work for the second part of (A.9).
In particular, convergence (A.8) also holds in B1;11	að@OÞ since
Lipð@OÞ+B1;11	að@OÞ: With this in mind, returning to (A.3), we can so far conclude
@u
@N

@O
;f
 
¼ lim
j-N
lim
jPj-0
/IP; fS ¼ lim
j-N
/Ij; fS ðA:11Þ
(recall that IP and Ij are as in (A.7) and (A.8), respectively). Consequently, (A.2)
reduces to showing that for each fALipð@OÞ
lim
j-N
Ij ¼ ð	12I þ KÞf in B1;11	að@OÞ: ðA:12Þ
Integrating by parts this is further reduced to proving that
lim
j-N
Z
@Oj
@Gðx; Þ
@Nj

@O
*fðxÞ dsjðxÞ ¼ ð	12I þ KÞfðÞ; in B1;11	að@OÞ; ðA:13Þ
or, equivalently,
½Djð *fj@Oj Þj@O-½Dð *fj@OÞj@O in B1;11	að@OÞ as j-N; ðA:14Þ
where Dj and D are the double-layer potential operators for Oj and O; respectively,
as in (5.8). Proving (A.14) is the subject of the next proposition.
Proposition A.2. Let fALipð@OÞ and consider *f as in Proposition 6.2. There holds
½Djð *fj@Oj Þj@O-½Dð *fj@OÞj@O in L
p
1ð@OÞ as j-N; ðA:15Þ
for each 1opoN:
Note that, since L
p
1ð@OÞ+B1;11	að@OÞ for each p41; then (A.15) gives (A.14).
Finally, (A.15) follows from the following two lemmas. Recall the bi-Lipschitz
change of variables mappings Lj : @O/@Oj:
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Lemma A.3. Let fALipð@OÞ and consider *f as in Proposition 6.2. There holds
½Djð *fj@Oj Þj@O-½Dð *fj@OÞj@O in Lpð@OÞ as j-N; ðA:16Þ
for each 1opoN: Also, for any fALpð@OÞ we have
Djðf 3L	1j Þj@O-Df j@O in Lpð@OÞ as j-N ðA:17Þ
and
Dj½Njðf 3L	1j Þj@O-DðNf Þj@O in ½Lpð@OÞn as j-N: ðA:18Þ
Proof. Since @OCRn\Oj and Djð1Þ ¼ 0 in Rn\Oj we can write
Dj *fðxÞ ¼
Z
@Oj
@Gðy; xÞ
@NjðyÞ ½
*fðyÞ 	 *fðxÞ dsjðyÞ; xA@O: ðA:19Þ
Next, changing variables y ¼ LjðzÞ and using the fact that *fACyð %OÞ; 0oyo1; (see
Proposition 6.2), an application of the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem
gives
lim
j-N
Z
@Oj
@Gðy; xÞ
@NjðyÞ ½
*fðyÞ 	 *fðxÞ dsjðyÞ ¼
Z
@O
@Gðy; xÞ
@NðyÞ ½fðyÞ 	 fðxÞ dsðyÞ: ðA:20Þ
Finally (A.16) follows since the right-hand side in (A.20) actually equals ð	1
2
I þ
KÞf: This can be seen by splitting the integral over @O in two parts jx 	 yj4e and
jx 	 yjoe for some arbitrary e40: It is then easy to see that, as e-0; the ﬁrst
resulting integral goes to ð	1
2
I þ KÞf while the second goes to 0 (due to the weak
singularity in the integrand).
As for (A.17), via a density argument matters can be reduced, without loss of
generality, to the case when fAf f j@O; fACNðRnÞg: Then, with the help of (A.16), the
desired conclusion will follow as soon as we show that
jj½Djðf j@O3L	1j Þj@O 	 ½Djðf j@Oj Þj@OjjLpð@OÞ-0: ðA:21Þ
In turn, this is justiﬁed by the pointwise estimate
j½Djðf j@O3L	1j 	 f j@Oj Þj@OjpCNjðDjðf j@O3L	1j 	 f j@Oj ÞÞ3Lj ðA:22Þ
on @O; where the constant C is independent of j; along with (5.14) in Theorem 5.1,
plus the observation that
jj f j@O3L	1j 	 f j@Oj jjLpð@OjÞ-0: ðA:23Þ
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Finally, for (A.18) it is enough to prove that the convergence holds when Njð f 3L	1j Þ
is replaced by ðNf Þ3L	1j : This is because the induced error can be controlled
in a similar manner to (A.21) and (A.22). In this scenario, the result follows
from (A.17). &
Next, we have
Lemma A.4. Let O and Oj be as before. For a; bAf1;y; ng; consider the operators
Tabf ðxÞ :¼
Z
@O
@aGðx; yÞNbðyÞf ðyÞ dsðyÞ; xe@O; ðA:24Þ
where Nb is the component b of the normal vector N: Also denote by Ta;bj the
correspondent operators of Ta;b on Oj: For fALipð@OÞ let *f be as in Proposition 6.2.
Then the following holds:
½Ta;bj ð *fj@Oj Þj@O-½Ta;bð *fj@OÞj@O in Lpð@OÞ; 1opoN: ðA:25Þ
Proof. Much as in the proof of Lemma A.3 matters can be reduced to showing that
for any fALpð@OÞ; p41; we have
jj½Tabj ð f 3L	1j Þj@O 	 ½Ta;bf j@OjjLpð@OÞ-0: ðA:26Þ
This is because
½Ta;bj ð *fj@Oj Þj@O 	 ½Ta;bð *fj@OÞj@O ¼ ½Ta;bj ð *fj@Oj Þj@O 	 ½Ta;bj ð *fj@O3L	1j Þj@O
þ ½Ta;bj ð *fj@O3L	1j Þj@O 	 ½Ta;bð *fj@OÞj@O ðA:27Þ
and the Lpð@OÞ norm of the ﬁrst difference in (A.27) can be handled in a similar
manner to (A.21) and (A.22). Rewrite @aG ¼ ð@kGNkÞNa þ NkðNk@aG	 Na@kGÞ;
where the standard summation convention is used. Then, for any xe@O we have
Ta;bf ðxÞ ¼ Ta;b;1f ðxÞ þ Ta;b;2f ðxÞ where Ta;b;1 and Ta;b;2 have integral kernels given
by ð@kGNkÞNaNb and NkðNk@aG	 Na@kGÞNb; respectively. Analogously, we
introduce Ta;b;lj ; l ¼ 1; 2: Then proving (A.26) reduces to showing (A.26) with Ta;bj
and Ta;b replaced by the operators Ta;b;lj and T
a;b;l ; respectively, l ¼ 1; 2:
Now, the convergence jj½Tab;1j ð f 3L	1j Þj@O 	 ½Ta;b;1f j@OjjLpð@OÞ-0 follows from
(A.18) in Lemma A.3. The presence of an extra N can be handled much as we have
justiﬁed (A.18) based on (A.17). We treat next the remaining operators, Ta;b;2j :
Firstly, reasoning as in (A.21) and (A.22) we reduce matters to the case when the
factors Nkj N
b
j ð f 3L	1j Þ in the integral expression of Ta;b;2j ð f 3L	1j Þ are replaced by
f 3L	1j (and N
kNbf by f in the integrand of Ta;b;2f ; respectively). That is, we are left
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with showing that for any fALpð@OÞ we haveZ
@Oj
ðNaj ðyÞ@k 	 Nkj ðyÞ@aÞGðy; Þð f 3L	1j ÞðyÞ dsjðyÞ

@O
converges in Lpð@OÞ to
Z
@O
ðNaðyÞ@k 	 NkðyÞ@aÞGðy; Þf ðyÞ dsðyÞ

@O
: ðA:28Þ
Via a standard density argument matters can be reduced to analyzing the case when
fAffj@O;fACNðRnÞg: In this situation, the crucial observation is that, for
a; kAf1;y; ng; the derivatives Nk@a 	 Na@k are tangential and, integrating by
parts, (A.28) can be justiﬁed as in the proof of Lemma 9.2, p. 174 in [32]. &
We now present
End of proof of Proposition A.1. Recall that we were left with showing that (A.15)
holds. This comes down to proving that for any fALipð@OÞ and *f as in Proposition
6.2 we have
½Djð *fj@Oj Þj@O-½Dð *fj@OÞj@O;
rtan½Djð *fj@Oj Þj@O-rtan½Dð *fj@OÞj@O; ðA:29Þ
in Lpð@OÞ: The ﬁrst convergence in (A.29) is given by (A.16) in Lemma A.3. Next,
differentiating (5.8) with respect to the lth variable gives
@lDf ðxÞ ¼
Z
@O
@xl@ykGðy; xÞNkðyÞf ðyÞ dsðyÞ: ðA:30Þ
Using in (A.30) that ðNlðyÞ@yk 	 NkðyÞ@yl Þ@ykGðy; xÞ ¼ 	NkðyÞ@yl@ykGðy; xÞ and
@xl@ykGðy; xÞ ¼ 	@yl@ykGðy; xÞ; where the ﬁrst identity is a simple consequence of
WGðy; xÞ ¼ 0 whenever yax; gives
@lDf ðxÞ ¼
Z
@O
ðNlðyÞ@yk 	 NkðyÞ@yl Þ@ykGðy; xÞf ðyÞ dsðyÞ: ðA:31Þ
Now, for the tangential derivatives ðNlðyÞ@yk 	 NkðyÞ@yl Þl;k the following integration
by parts formula holds:Z
@O
½ðNlðyÞ@yk 	 NkðyÞ@yl Þf ðyÞgðyÞ dsðyÞ
¼ 	
Z
@O
f ðyÞ½ðNlðyÞ@yk 	 NkðyÞ@yl ÞgðyÞ dsðyÞ: ðA:32Þ
Since it sufﬁces to prove (A.32) when f ; g have small supports, matters can be
reduced to the case when O is the graph above a Lipschitz function f : Rn	1-R:
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This further reduces to the ﬂat case through pull back, when (A.32) follows from a
straightforward integration by parts. Now, (A.31) and (A.32) lead to
@lDf ðxÞ ¼ 	
Z
@O
@ykGðy; xÞðNlðyÞ@yk 	 NkðyÞ@yj Þf ðyÞ dsðyÞ: ðA:33Þ
This ﬁnally gives that ½rDðÞj@O is a linear combination of operators of type Ta;b
deﬁned in (A.24). Therefore, the second part of (A.29) follows from Lemma A.4.
This ﬁnishes the proof of Proposition A.1. &
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